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Abstract. A rich line of work has been addressing the computational complexity of
locally checkable labelings (LCLs), illustrating the landscape of possible complexities. In
this paper, we study the landscape of LCL complexities under bandwidth restrictions.
Our main results are twofold. First, we show that on trees, the CONGEST complexity
of an LCL problem is asymptotically equal to its complexity in the LOCAL model. An
analog statement for general (non-LCL) problems is known to be false. Second, we show
that for general graphs this equivalence does not hold, by providing an LCL problem
for which we show that it can be solved in O(log n) rounds in the LOCAL model, but
requires Ω̃(n1/2) rounds in the CONGEST model.

1 Introduction

Two standard models of computing that have been already used for decades to study distributed
graph algorithms are the LOCAL model and the CONGEST model [Pel00]. In the LOCAL model,
each node in the network can send arbitrarily large messages to each neighbor in each round, while
in the CONGEST model the nodes can only send small messages (we will define the models in
Section 2). In general, being able to send arbitrarily large messages can help a lot: there are graph
problems that are trivial to solve in the LOCAL model and very challenging in the CONGEST model,
and this also holds in trees.

Nevertheless, we show that there is a broad family of graph problems—locally checkable labelings
or LCLs in short—in which the two models of computing have exactly the same expressive power in
trees (up to constant factors): if a locally checkable labeling problem Π can be solved in trees in
T (n) communication rounds in the LOCAL model, it can be solved in O(T (n)) rounds also in the
CONGEST model. We also show that this is no longer the case if we switch from trees to general
graphs:

LCL problems General problems
(our work) (prior work)

Trees: CONGEST = LOCAL CONGEST 6= LOCAL

General graphs: CONGEST 6= LOCAL CONGEST 6= LOCAL
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Locally Checkable Labelings. The study of the distributed computational complexity of locally
checkable labelings (LCLs) in the LOCAL model was initiated by Naor and Stockmeyer [NS95] in the
1990s, but this line of research really took off only in the recent years [BBC+19, BBH+19, BBOS20a,
BBOS20b, BFH+16, BHK+18, BHOS19, BBE+20, Bra19, BHK+17, Cha20, CKP19, CP19, Oli20,
BBO+21, BBKO21, BBO20].

LCLs are a family of graph problems: an LCL problem Π is defined by listing a finite set of valid
labeled local neighborhoods. This means that Π is defined on graphs of some finite maximum degree
∆, and the task is to label the vertices and/or edges with labels from some finite set so that the
labeling satisfies some set of local constraints (see Section 2 for the precise definition).

A simple example of an LCL problem is the task of coloring a graph of maximum degree ∆ with
∆ + 1 colors (here valid local neighborhoods are all properly colored local neighborhoods). LCLs are
a broad family of problems, and they contain many key problems studied in the field of distributed
graph algorithms, including graph coloring, maximal independent set and maximal matching.

Classification of LCL problems. One of the key questions related to the LOCAL model has
been this: given an arbitrary LCL problem Π, what can we say about its computational complexity
in the LOCAL model (i.e., how many rounds are needed to solve Π)? It turns out that we can say
quite a lot. There are infinitely many distinct complexity classes, but there are also some wide
gaps between the classes—for example, if Π can be solved with a deterministic algorithm in o(log n)
rounds, it can also be solved in O(log∗ n) rounds [CKP19].

Furthermore, some parts of the classification are decidable: for example, in the case of rooted
trees, we can feed the description of Π to a computer program that can determine the complexity of
Π in the LOCAL model [BBO+21]. The left part of Figure 1 gives a glimpse of what is known about
the landscape of possible complexities of LCL problems in the LOCAL model.

However, this entire line of research has been largely confined to the LOCAL model. Little is
known about the general structure of the landscape of LCL problems in the CONGEST model. In
some simple settings (in particular, paths, cycles, and rooted trees) it is known that the complexity
classes are the same between the two models [BBO+21, CSS21], but this has been a straightforward
byproduct of work that has aimed at classifying the problems in the LOCAL model. What happens
in the more general case has been wide open—the most interesting case for us is LCL problems in
(unrooted) trees.

Prior work on LCLs in trees. In the case of trees, LCL problems are known to exhibit a broad
variety of different complexities in the LOCAL model. For example, for every k = 1, 2, 3, . . . there
exists an LCL problem whose complexity in the LOCAL model is exactly Θ(n1/k) [CP19]. There
are also problems in which randomness helps exponentially: for example, the sinkless orientation
problem belongs to the class of problems that requires Θ(log n) rounds for deterministic algorithms
and only Θ(log log n) rounds for randomized algorithms in the LOCAL model [BHK+17, CKP19].
Until very recently, one open question related to LCLs in trees remained: whether there are any
problems in the region between ω(1) and o(log∗ n); there is now a (currently unpublished) result
[BGGR21] that shows that no such problems exist, and this completed the classification of LCLs in
trees in the LOCAL model.

Prior work separating CONGEST and LOCAL. In the LOCAL model, all natural graph
problems can be trivially solved in O(n) rounds and also in O(D) rounds, where D is the diameter
of the input graph: in O(D) rounds all nodes can gather the full information on the entire input
graph.
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Figure 1: The landscape of LCL problems in the LOCAL and CONGEST models.
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However, there are many natural problems that do not admit O(D)-round algorithms in the
CONGEST model. Some of the best-known examples include the task of finding an (approximate)
minimum spanning tree, which requires Ω̃(

√
n + D) rounds [SHK+12, PR00, Elk06], and the

task of computing the diameter, which requires Ω̃(n) rounds [FHW12, ACHK16]. There are
also natural problems that do not even admit O(n)-round algorithms in the CONGEST model.
For example, finding an exact minimum vertex cover or dominating set requires Ω̃(n2) rounds
[CHKP17, BCHD+19].

Moreover, separations also hold in some cases where the LOCAL complexity is constant: One
family of such problems is that of detecting subgraphs, for which an extreme example is that for any
k there exists a subgraph of diameter 3 and size O(k), which requires Ω(n2−1/k) rounds to detect
in CONGEST, even when the network diameter is also 3 [FGKO18]. Another example is spanner
approximations, for which there is a constant-round O(nε)-approximation algorithm in the LOCAL
model [BEG18], but Ω̃(n1/2−ε/2) rounds are needed in the CONGEST model (and even Ω̃(n1−ε/2)
rounds for deterministic algorithms) [CD18]. Separations hold also in trees: all-pairs shortest-paths
on a star can be solved in 2 LOCAL rounds, but requires Ω̃(n) CONGEST rounds [Nan14, CHKP17].

While these lower bound results do not have direct implications in the context of LCL problems,
they show that there are many natural settings in which the LOCAL model is much stronger than
the CONGEST model.

1.1 Our Contributions

We show that

LOCAL = CONGEST for LCL problems in trees.

Not only do we have the same round complexity classes, but every LCL problem has the same
asymptotic complexity in the two models. In particular, our result implies that all prior results
related to LCLs in trees hold also in the CONGEST model. For example all decidability results for
LCLs in trees in the LOCAL model hold also in the CONGEST model; this includes the decidable
gaps in [CP19] and [Cha20]. We also show that the equivalence holds not only if we study the
complexity as a function of n, but also for problems with complexity Θ(D).

Given the above equality, one could conjecture that the LOCAL model does not have any
advantage over the CONGEST model for any LCL problem. We show that this is not the case: as
soon as we step outside the family of trees, we can construct an example of an LCL problem that
is solvable in polylog n rounds in the LOCAL model but requires Ω(

√
n) rounds in the CONGEST

model. In summary, we show that

LOCAL 6= CONGEST for LCL problems in general graphs.

Here “general graphs” refers to general bounded-degree graphs, as each LCL problem comes with
some finite maximum degree ∆. We summarize our main results in Figure 1.

Open questions. The main open question after the present work is how wide the gap between
CONGEST and LOCAL can be made in general graphs. More concretely, it is an open question
whether there exists an LCL problem that is solvable in O(log n) rounds in the LOCAL model but
requires Ω(n) rounds in the CONGEST model.
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1.2 Road Map, Key Techniques, and New Ideas

We prove the equivalence of LOCAL and CONGEST in trees in Sections 3–5, and we show the
separation between LOCAL and CONGEST in general graphs in Section 6. We start in Section 3
with some basic facts in the O(log n) regime that directly follow from prior work. The key new
ideas are in Sections 4–6.

Equivalence in trees: superlogarithmic region (Section 4). The first major challenge is to
prove that any LCL with some sufficiently high complexity T (n) in the LOCAL model in trees has
exactly the same asymptotic complexity Θ(T (n)) also in the CONGEST model. A natural idea would
be to show that a given LOCAL model algorithm A can be simulated efficiently in the CONGEST
model. However, this is not possible in general—the proof has to rely somehow on the property that
A solves an LCL problem.

Instead of a direct simulation approach, we use as a starting point prior gap results related to
LCLs in the LOCAL model. A typical gap result in trees can be phrased as follows, for some T2 � T1:

• Given: a T1(n)-round algorithm A1 that solves some LCL Π in trees in the LOCAL model.
• We can construct: a T2(n)-round algorithm A2 that solves it in the LOCAL model.

We amplify the gap results so that we arrive at theorems of the following form—note that we not
only speed up algorithms but also switch to a weaker model:

• Given: a T1(n)-round algorithm A1 that solves some LCL Π in trees in the LOCAL model.
• We can construct: a T2(n)-round algorithm A′2 that solves it in the CONGEST model.

At first, the entire approach may seem hopeless: clearly A′2 has to somehow depend on A1, but
how could a fast CONGEST-model algorithm A′2 possibly make any use of a slow LOCAL-model
algorithm A1 as a black box? Any attempts of simulating (even a small number of rounds) of A1

seem to be doomed, as A1 might use large messages.
We build on the strategy that Chang and Pettie [CP19] and Chang [Cha20] developed in the

context of the LOCAL model. In their proofs, A2 does not make direct use of A1 as a black box, but
mere existence of A1 guarantees that Π is sufficiently well-behaved in the sense that long path-like
structures can be labeled without long-distance coordination.

This observation served as a starting point in [CP19, Cha20] for the development of an efficient
LOCAL model algorithm A2 that finds a solution that is possibly different from the solution produced
by A1, but it nevertheless satisfies the constraints of problem Π. However, A2 obtained with this
strategy abuses the full power of large messages in the LOCAL model.

Hence while our aim is at understanding the landscape of computational complexity, we arrive
at a concrete algorithm design challenge: we need to design a CONGEST-model algorithm A′2 that
solves essentially the same task as the LOCAL-model algorithm A2 from prior work, with the same
asymptotic round complexity. We present the new CONGEST-model algorithm A′2 in Section 4 (more
precisely, we develop a family of such algorithms, one for each gap in the complexity landscape).

Equivalence in trees: sublogarithmic region (Section 5). The preliminary observations in
Section 3 cover the lowest parts of the complexity spectrum, and Section 4 covers the higher parts.
To complete the proof of the equivalence of CONGEST and LOCAL in trees we still need to show the
following result:

• Given: a randomized o(log n)-round algorithm A1 that solves some LCL Π in trees in the
LOCAL model.

5



• We can construct: a randomizedO(log log n)-round algorithm A′2 that solves it in the CONGEST
model.

If we only needed to construct a LOCAL-model algorithm, we could directly apply the strategy from
prior work [CP19, CHL+18]: replace A1 with a faster algorithm A0 that has got a higher failure
probability, use the Lovász local lemma (LLL) to show that A0 nevertheless succeeds at least for
some assignment of random bits, and then plug in an efficient distributed LLL algorithm [CHL+18]
to find such an assignment of random bits.

However, there is one key component missing if we try to do the same in the CONGEST model:
a sufficiently fast LLL algorithm. Hence we again arrive at a concrete algorithm design challenge:
we need to develop an efficient CONGEST-model algorithm that solves (at least) the specific LLL
instances that capture the task of finding a good random bit assignments for A0.

We present our new algorithm in Section 5. We make use of the shattering framework of [FG17],
but one of the key new ideas is that we can use the equivalence results for the superlogarithmic
region that we already proved in Section 4 as a tool to design fast CONGEST model algorithms also
in the sublogarithmic region.

Separation in general graphs (Section 6). Our third major contribution is the separation
result between CONGEST and LOCAL for general graphs—and as we are interested in proving such
a separation for LCLs, we need to prove the separation for bounded-degree graphs.

Our separation result is constructive—we show how to design an LCL problem Π with the
following properties:

(a) There is a deterministic algorithm that solves Π in the LOCAL model in O(log n) rounds.
(b) Any algorithm (deterministic or randomized) that solves Π in the CONGEST model requires

Ω(
√
n/ log2 n) rounds.

To define Π, we first construct a graph family G and an LCL problem Πreal such that Πreal would
satisfy properties (a) and (b) if we promised that the input comes from family G. Here we use
a bounded-degree version of the lower-bound construction by [SHK+12]: the graph has a small
diameter, making all problems easy in LOCAL, but all short paths from one end to the other pass
through the top of the structure, making it hard to pass a large amount of information across the
graph in the CONGEST model.

However, the existence of LCL problems that have a specific complexity given some arbitrary
promise is not yet interesting—in particular, LCLs with an arbitrary promise do not lead to any
meaningful complexity classes or useful structural theorems. Hence the key challenge is eliminating
the promise related to the structure of the input graph. To do that, we introduce the following LCL
problems:

• Πproof is a distributed proof for the fact G ∈ G. That is, for every G ∈ G, there exists a feasible
solution X to Πproof , and for every G /∈ G, there is no solution to Πproof . This problem can be
hard to solve.

• Πbad is a distributed proof for the fact that a given labeling X is not a valid solution to Πproof .
This problem has to be sufficiently easy to solve in the LOCAL model whenever X is an invalid
solution (and impossible to solve whenever X is a valid solution).

Finally, the LCL problem Π captures the following task:

• Given a graph G and a labeling X, solve either Πreal or Πbad.
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Now given an arbitrary graph G (that may or may not be from G) and an arbitrary labeling X (that
may or may not be a solution to Πproof), we can solve Π efficiently in the LOCAL model as follows:

• If X is not a valid solution to Πproof , we will detect it and we can solve Πbad.
• Otherwise X proves that we must have G ∈ G, and hence we can solve Πreal.

Particular care is needed to ensure to that even for an adversarial G and X, at least one of Πreal

and Πbad is always sufficiently easy to solve in the LOCAL model. A similar high-level strategy has
been used in prior work to e.g. construct LCL problems with a particular complexity in the LOCAL
model, but to our knowledge the specific constructions of G, Πreal, Πproof , and Πbad are all new—we
give the details of the construction in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries & Definitions

Formal LCL definition. An LCL problem Π is a tuple (Σin,Σout, C, r) satisfying the following.

• Both Σin and Σout are constant-size sets of labels;

• The parameter r is an arbitrary constant, called checkability radius of Π;

• C is a finite set of pairs (H = (V H , EH), v), where:

– H is a graph, v is a node of H, and the radius of v in H is at most r;

– Every pair (v, e) ∈ V H × EH is labeled with a label in Σin and a label in Σout.

Solving a problem Π means that we are given a graph where every node-edge pair is labeled with a
label in Σin, and we need to assign a label in Σout to each node-edge pair, such that every r-radius
ball around each node is isomorphic to a (labeled) graph contained in C. We may use the term
half-edge to refer to a node-edge pair.

LOCAL model. In the LOCAL model [Lin87], we have a connected input graph G with n nodes,
which communicate unbounded-size messages in synchronous rounds according to the links that
connect them, initially known only to their endpoints. A trivial and well-known observation is that
a T -round algorithm can be seen as a mapping from radius-T neighborhoods to local outputs.

CONGEST model. The CONGEST model is in all other aspects identical to the LOCAL model,
but we limit the message size: in a network with n nodes, the size of each message is limited to at
most O(log n) bits [Pel00].

Randomized algorithms. We start by formally defining what is a randomized algorithm in our
context. We consider randomized Monte Carlo algorithms, that is, the bound on their running time
holds deterministically, but they are only required to produce a valid solution with high probability
of success.

Definition 2.1 (Randomized Algorithm). A randomized algorithm A run with parameter n, written
as A(n), (known to all nodes) has runtime tA(n) and is correct with probability 1/n on any graph
with at most n nodes. There are no unique IDs. Further, we assume that there is a finite upper
bound hA(n) ∈ N on the number of random bits that a node uses on a graph with at most n vertices.

The local failure probability of a randomized algorithm A at a node v when solving an LCL is
the probability that the LCL constraint of v is violated when executing A.

7



The assumption that the number of random bits used by a node is bounded by some (arbitrarily
fast growing) function h(n) is made in other gap results in the LOCAL model as well (see e.g. “the
necessity of graph shattering” in [CKP19]). Our results do not care about the growth rate of h(n),
e.g., it could be doubly exponential in n or even growing faster. Its growth rate only increases the
leading constant in our runtime.

The assumption that randomized algorithms are not provided with unique IDs is made to keep
our proofs simpler, but it is not a restriction. In fact, any randomized algorithm can, in 0 rounds,
generate an ID assignment, where IDs are unique with high probability. Hence, any algorithm
that requires unique IDs can be converted into an algorithm that does not require them, by first
generating them and then executing the original algorithm. The ID generation phase may fail,
and the algorithm may not even be able to detect it and try to recover from it, but this failure
probability can be made arbitrarily small, by making the ID space large enough. Hence, we observe
the following.

Observation 2.2. Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. For any randomized Monte Carlo algorithm with failure
probability at most 1/nc on any graph with at most n nodes that relies on IDs from an ID space of
size nc+2 there is a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm with failure probability 2/nc that does not
use unique IDs.

Deterministic algorithms.

Definition 2.3 (Deterministic Algorithm). A deterministic algorithm A run with parameter n,
written as A(n), (known to all nodes) has runtime tA(n) and is always correct on any graph with at
most n nodes. We assume that vertices are equipped with unique IDs from a space of size S. We
require that a single ID can be sent in a CONGEST message. If the parameter S is omitted, then it
is assumed to be nc, for some constant c ≥ 1.

Lying about n. Algorithms are defined such that a parameter n is provided to them, where n
represents an upper bound on the number of nodes of the graph. We can nevertheless try to run
an algorithm A with a parameter that violates this promise, that is, we can try to run A(n0) on a
graph of size n > n0. In this case, we define A(n0) as follows:

• If the algorithm reaches a state that it would have never reached if the promise were satisfied,
then the algorithm must still terminate in tA(n0), but it can produce any output.

• Otherwise, it behaves exactly as it would behave while running in a graph of size n0.

Every time we will lie about n, we will make sure that we never satisfy the first case. Examples of
unreachable states are the following:

• For deterministic algorithms that assume that IDs are in {1, . . . , n2}, if we lie about n and
run A(N) where N = log n, the algorithm can notice that IDs are exponentially larger than
what they should be. Hence, a necessary condition in order to lie about n for deterministic
algorithms is to compute a new ID assignment, or to use an algorithm that tolerates a larger
ID space.

• Both deterministic algorithms and randomized algorithms expect to see a node of degree ≤ 2
within their O(log n) neighborhood (there are no trees containing subtrees of radius ω(log n)
that only contain nodes of degree ≥ 3). If we lie about n and run A(N) where N is e.g. log n,
then an algorithm may find no nodes of degree ≤ 2 within its running time. Hence, without
additional assumptions on the structure of the graph, we cannot lie about n for algorithms
running in Ω(log n).
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3 Warm-Up: The O(log n) Region

As a warm-up, we consider the regime of sublogarithmic complexities. In this region, we can use
simple observations to show that gaps known for LCL complexities in the LOCAL model directly
extend to the CONGEST model as well. In the following, we assume that the size of the ID space S
is polynomial in n.

We start by noticing that a constant time (possibly randomized) algorithm for the LOCAL model
implies a constant time deterministic algorithm for the CONGEST model as well.

Theorem 3.1. Let Π be an LCL problem. Assume that there is a randomized algorithm for the
LOCAL model that solves Π in O(1) rounds with failure probability at most 1/n. Then, there is a
deterministic algorithm for the CONGEST model that solves Π in O(1) rounds.

Proof. It is known that, the existence of a randomized O(1)-round algorithm solving Π in the
LOCAL model with failure probability at most 1/n implies the existence of a deterministic algorithm
solving Π in the LOCAL model in O(1) rounds [NS95, CP19].

Also, it is known that any algorithm A running in T rounds in the LOCAL model can be
normalized, obtaining a new algorithm A′ that works as follows: first gather the T -radius ball
neighborhood, and then, without additional communication, produce an output. Since ∆ = O(1),
algorithm A′ can be simulated in the CONGEST model.

We can use Theorem 3.1 to show that, if we have algorithms that lie inside know complexity
gaps of the LOCAL model, we can obtain fast algorithms that work in the CONGEST model as well.

Corollary 3.2. Let Π be an LCL problem. Assume that there is a randomized algorithm for the
LOCAL model that solves Π in o(log log∗ n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/n. Then, there
is a deterministic algorithm for the CONGEST model that solves Π in O(1) rounds.

Proof. In the LOCAL model, it is known that an o(log log∗ n)-round randomized algorithm implies
an O(1)-round deterministic algorithm [NS95, CP19]. Then, by applying Theorem 3.1 the claim
follows.

While Corollary 3.2 holds for any graph topology, in trees, paths and cycles we obtain a better
result.

Corollary 3.3. Let Π be an LCL problem on trees, paths, or cycles. Assume that there is a
randomized algorithm for the LOCAL model that solves Π in o(log∗ n) rounds with failure probability
at most 1/n. Then, there is a deterministic algorithm for the CONGEST model that solves Π in
O(1) rounds.

Proof. In the LOCAL model, it is known that, on trees, paths, or cycles, an o(log∗ n)-round
randomized algorithm implies an O(1)-round deterministic algorithm [NS95, BGGR21]. Then, by
applying Theorem 3.1 the claim follows.

We now show that similar results hold even in the case where the obtained algorithm does not
run in constant time.

Theorem 3.4. Let Π be an LCL problem. Assume that there is a deterministic algorithm for the
LOCAL model that solves Π in o(log n) rounds, or a randomized algorithm for the LOCAL model that
solves Π in o(log log n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/n. Then, there is a deterministic
algorithm for the CONGEST model that solves Π in O(log∗ n) rounds.
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Proof. It is known that for solving LCLs in the LOCAL model, any deterministic o(log n)-round
algorithm or randomized o(log logn)-round algorithm can be converted into a deterministic O(log∗ n)-
round algorithm [CKP19]. We exploit the fact that the speedup result of [CKP19] produces
algorithms that are structured in a normal form. In particular, all problems solvable in O(log∗ n)
can also be solved as follows:

1. Find a distance-k O(∆2k)-coloring, for some constant k.

2. Run a deterministic k rounds algorithm.

The first step can be implemented in the CONGEST model by using e.g. Linial’s coloring algorithm
[Lin92]. Then, similarly as discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.1, any T rounds algorithm can be
normalized into an algorithm that first gathers a T -radius neighborhood and then produces an
output without additional communication. Hence, also the second step can be implemented in the
CONGEST model in O(k) = O(1) rounds.

We use this result to show stronger results for paths and cycles.

Corollary 3.5. Let Π be an LCL problem on paths or cycles. Assume that there is a randomized
algorithm for the LOCAL model that solves Π in o(n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/n.
Then, there is a deterministic algorithm for the CONGEST model that solves Π in O(log∗ n) rounds.

Proof. In the LOCAL model, it is known that, on paths and cycles, an o(n)-round randomized
algorithm implies an O(log∗ n)-round deterministic algorithm [CKP19]. The claim follows by
applying Theorem 3.4.

4 Trees: The Ω(log n) Region

In this section we prove that in the regime of complexities that are at least logarithmic, the
asymptotic complexity to solve any LCL on trees is the same in the LOCAL and in the CONGEST
model, when expressed as a function of n. Combined with the results proved in Section 3 and
Section 5, which hold in the sublogarithmic region, we obtain that the asymptotic complexity of
any LCL on trees is identical in LOCAL and CONGEST.

Polynomial and subpolynomial gaps on trees. Informally, the following theorem states that
there are no LCLs on trees with complexity between ω(log n) and no(1), and for any constant integer
k ≥ 1, between ω(n1/(k+1)) and o(n1/k), in both the CONGEST and LOCAL models, and that the
complexity of any problem is the same in both models.

Theorem 4.1 (superlogarithmic gaps). Let T slow = {no(1)} ∪ {o(n1/k) | k ∈ N+}. For k ≥ 1, let
f(o(n1/k)) := O(n1/(k+1)). Also, let f(no(1)) := O(log n).

Let T ∈ T slow. Let Π be any LCL problem on trees that can be solved with a T -round randomized
LOCAL algorithm that succeeds with probability at least 1− 1/n on graphs of at most n nodes. The
problem Π can be solved with a deterministic f(T )-round CONGEST algorithm.

Given the description of Π it is decidable whether there is an f(T )-round deterministic CONGEST
algorithm, and if it is the case then it can be obtained from the description of Π.

Remark 4.2. The deterministic complexity in Theorem 4.1 suppresses an O(log∗ |S|) dependency on
the size |S| of the ID space. Also, there is an absolute constant lΠ = O(1) such that the CONGEST
algorithm works even if, instead of unique IDs, a distance-lΠ input coloring from a color space of
size |S| is provided.
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Note that gap theorems do not hold if one has promises on the input of the LCL. For example,
consider a path, where some nodes are marked and others are unmarked, and the problem requires
to 2-color unmarked nodes. If we have the promise that there is at least one marked node every√
n steps, then we obtain a problem with complexity Θ(

√
n), that does not exist on paths for LCLs

without promises on inputs.
Since Theorem 4.1 shows how to construct CONGEST algorithms starting from LOCAL ones, the

existence of CONGEST problems with complexity Θ(n1/k) follows implicitly from the existence of
these complexities in the LOCAL model. In particular, Chang and Pettie devised a series of problems
that they name 21

2 -coloring [CP19]. These problems are parameterized by an integer constant k > 1

and have complexity Θ(n1/k) on trees.

Diameter time algorithms. Additionally, we prove that a randomized diameter time LOCAL
algorithm is asymptotically not more powerful than a deterministic diameter time CONGEST
algorithm, when solving LCLs on trees. This result can be seen as an orthogonal result to the
remaining results that we prove for LCLs on trees, because the runtime is not expressed as a function
of n, but as a function of a different parameter, that is, the diameter of the graph. While the
result might be of independent interest, it mainly deals as a warm-up to explain the proof of the
technically more involved Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.3 (diameter algorithms). Let Π be an LCL problem on trees that can be solved with a
randomized LOCAL algorithm running in O(D) rounds that succeeds with high probability, where D
is the diameter of the tree. The problem Π can be solved with a deterministic CONGEST algorithm
running in O(D) rounds. The CONGEST algorithm does not require unique IDs but a means to
break symmetry between adjacent nodes, that can be given by unique IDs, an arbitrary input coloring,
or an arbitrary orientation of the edges.

Any solvable LCL problem on trees can trivially be solved in the LOCAL model in O(D) rounds
by gathering the whole tree topology at a leader node, who then locally computes a solution and
distributes it to all nodes. Using pipelining, the same algorithm can be simulated in the CONGEST
model in O(D+n ·∆) = O(n) rounds, but this running time can still be much larger than the O(D)
running time obtainable in the LOCAL model. On a high level, we show that for LCLs on trees, it is
not required to gather the whole topology on a single node and brute force a solution—gathering
the whole information at a single node has an Ω(n) lower bound even if the diameter is small.

Black-white formalism. In order to keep our proofs simple, we consider a simplified variant of
LCLs, called LCLs in the black-white formalism. The main purpose of this formalism is to reduce the
radius required to verify if a solution is correct. We will later show that, on trees, the black-white
formalism is in some sense equivalent to the standard LCL definition.

A problem Π is a tuple (Σin,Σout, CW , CB) satisfying the following.

• Both Σin and Σout are constant-size sets of labels;

• CB and CW are sets of multisets of pairs of labels, where each pair (i, o) satisfies i ∈ Σin and
o ∈ Σout.

Solving a problem Π means that we are given a bipartite two-colored graph where every edge is
labeled with a label in Σin, and we need to assign a label in Σout to each edge, such that for every
black (resp. white) node, the multiset of pairs of input and output labels assigned to the incident
edges is in CB (resp. CW ).
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Node-edge formalism. The black-white formalism allows us to define problems also on graphs
that are not bipartite and two-colored, as follows. Given a graph G, we define a bipartite graph H,
where white nodes correspond to nodes of G, and black nodes correspond to edges of G. A labeling
of edges of H corresponds to a labeling of node-edge pairs of G. The constraints CW of white nodes
of H correspond to node constraints of G, and the constraints CB of black nodes of H corresponds
to edge constraints of G.

Equivalence on trees. Clearly, any problem that can be defined with the node-edge formalism
can be also expressed as a standard LCL. We now show that the node-edge formalism and the
standard LCL formalism are in some sense equivalent, if we restrict to trees.

Claim 4.4. For any LCL problem Π with checkability radius r we can define an equivalent node-edge
checkable problem Π′. In other words, given a solution for Π′, we can find, in O(r) rounds, a solution
for Π, and vice versa.

Proof. Given Π = (Σin,Σout, C, r), we define Π′ = (Σ′in,Σ
′
out, C

′
W , C

′
B) as follows.

• Σ′in = Σin;

• Σ′out contains all the triples (H, v, j) such that there exists a pair (H, v) ∈ C and 1 ≤ j ≤ δ(v),
where δ(v) is the degree of v;

• C ′W contains all the sets {(ij , (H, v, j)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ δ(v)} satisfying that (H, v, j) ∈ Σ′out, ij ∈ Σ′in,
and the j-th port of v in H has input label ij ;

• C ′E contains all the multisets {(i, (H, v, j)), (i′, (H ′, v′, j′))} satisfying that the neighbor u of
v reachable on H through port j has the same (r − 1)-radius neighborhood of v′ in H ′, the
neighbor u′ of v′ reachable on H ′ through port j′ has the same (r − 1)-radius neighborhood
of v in H, the j-th port of v in H has input label i, and the j′-th port of v′ in H ′ has input
label i′.

We now prove that, on trees, given a solution for Π we can find, in constant time, a solution for Π′,
and vice versa. In order to solve Π′ given a solution for Π, each node can spend r rounds to gather
its r-radius neighbor. Note that such neighborhood must be contained in C. Hence, there exists
some pair (H, v) ∈ C that corresponds to the neighborhood of the node. Each node outputs, on
each port j, the triple (H, v, j). The constraints CN are clearly satisfied, since the same (H, v) pair
is given for each port. The constraints CE are also satisfied, since the (H, v) pairs given in output
by the nodes come from the same global assignment.

In order to solve Π given a solution for Π′, each node u of a graph G can, in 0 rounds, map the
labeling (H, v, j) of each of its ports j′ into the labeling of the j-th port of v in H (note that, in
general, j can differ from j′, that is, the j-th port of v in H may be different from the port of u in
G, but this is not an issue, as the constraints of an LCL cannot refer to a specific port numbering).
The solution is correct since, in order for the solution of Π′ to be locally correct everywhere, it must
hold that the (H, v) pairs given in output by the nodes must exactly encode the output of the nodes
in their radius-r neighborhood. This is not necessarily true in general graphs, but only on trees,
and for example it is not possible to encode triangle-detection in this formalism.

By Claim 4.4, on trees, all LCLs can be converted into an equivalent node-edge checkable LCL,
and note that the node-edge formalism is a special case of the black-white formalism where black
nodes have degree 2. To make our proofs easier to read, in the rest of the section we prove our
results in the black-white formalism (where the degree of black nodes is 2), but via Claim 4.4 all
results also hold for the standard definition of LCLs. We start by proving Theorem 4.3.
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Recall that in the black and white formalism nodes are properly 2-colored,
input and output labels are on edges (that is, there is only one label for each edge, and not one for
each node-edge pair), and the correctness of a solution can be checked independently by black and
white nodes by just inspecting the labeling of their incident edges. Assume we are given a tree. We
apply the following algorithm, that is split into 3 phases.

1. Rooting the tree. By iteratively ’removing’ nodes with degree one from the tree, nodes can
produce an orientation that roots the tree in O(D) CONGEST rounds. This operation can
be performed even if, instead of IDs, nodes are provided with an arbitrary edge orientation.
In the same number of rounds, nodes can know their distance from the (computed) root in
the tree. We say that nodes with the same distance to the root are in the same layer, where
leaves are in layer 1, and the root is in layer L = O(D).

2. Propagate label-sets up. We process nodes layer by layer, starting from layer 1, that is,
from the leaves. Each leaf u of the tree tells its parent v which labels for the edge {u, v} would
make them happy. The set of these labels is what we call a label-set. A leaf u is happy with a
label if the label satisfies u’s LCL constraints in Π. Then, in round i, each node v in layer i
receives from all children the sets of labels that make them happy, and tells to its parent w
which labels for the edge {v, w} would make it happy, that is, it also sends a label-set. Here v
is happy with a label for the edge {v, w} if it can label all the edges {{v, u} | u is a child of v}
to its children such that all of its children are happy. In other words, it must hold that for any
element in the label-set sent by v to w, there must exist a choice in the sets previously sent by
the children of v to v, such that the constraints of Π are satisfied at v. In O(D) rounds, this
propagation of sets of label-sets reaches the root of the tree.

3. Propagate final labels down. We will later prove that, if Π is solvable, then the root can
pick labels that satisfy its own LCL constraints and makes all of its children happy. Then, layer
by layer, in O(D) iterations, the vertices pick labels for all of their edges to their children such
that their own LCL constraints are satisfied and all their children are happy. More formally,
from phase 2 we know that, for any choice made by the parent, there always exists a choice in
the label-sets previously sent by the children, such that the LCL constraints are satisfied on
the node.

This algorithm can be implemented in O(D) rounds in CONGEST as the label-sets that are
propagated in the second phase are subsets of the finite alphabet Σ. In the third phase, each vertex
only has to send one final label per outgoing edge to its children.

Let Lv,u be the label-set received by node v from its child u. We now prove that, if Π is solvable,
then there is a choice of labels, in the label-sets received by the root, that makes the root happy.
Since Π is solvable, then there exists an assignment φ of labels to the edges of the tree such that
the constraints of Π are satisfied on all nodes. We prove, by induction on the layer number j, that
every edge {u, v} such that u is in layer j and v is the parent of u, satisfies that φ({u, v}) ∈ Lv,u.
For j = 1 the claim trivially holds, since leaves send to their parent the set of all labels that make
them happy. For j > 1, consider some node v in layer j. Let u1, . . . , ud be its children. By the
induction hypothesis it holds that φ({v, ui}) ∈ Lv,ui . Let p be the parent of v (if it exists). Since φ
is a valid labeling, and since it is true that if the parent labels the edge {v, p} with label φ({v, p})
then v can pick something from its sets Lv,ui and be happy, then the algorithm puts φ({v, p}) into
the set Lp,v. Hence, every set Lr,ui received by the root r contains the label φ({r, ui}), implying
that there is a valid choice for the root.
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While this process is extremely simple, its runtime of O(D) rounds is rather slow. In order
to obtain the O(n1/k) and O(log n) CONGEST algorithms required for proving Theorem 4.1, we
need a more sophisticated approach. As done by prior work in [CP19, Cha20], we decompose
the tree into fewer layers, and show that, the mere existence of a fast algorithm for the problem
implies that, similar to the algorithm of Theorem 4.3, it is sufficient to propagate constant sized
label-sets between the layers; thus we obtain a complexity that only depends on the number of
layers and their diameter. The rest of the section is split into two parts. In Section 4.1 we restate
results from [CP19, Cha20] on decompositions of trees for the LOCAL model to show that they can
immediately be implemented in the CONGEST model with the same guarantees. In Section 4.2 we
prove Theorem 4.1.

4.1 Generalized Tree Decomposition

In this section we present a modified version of the generalized Rake & Compress algorithm from
[CP19, Cha20], which is a generalization of the Miller and Reif tree contraction procedure [MR85].

Notations. For a graph G = (V,E) and two vertices v, u, let dist(v, u) be the hop distance of
a shortest path between v and u. For a set M ⊆ V , we have dist(v,M) = minu∈M dist(v, u).
For α, β ≥ 1, an (α, β)-ruling set of a graph G is a subset M ⊆ V of the nodes such that
dist(v,M \ {v}) ≥ α for all v ∈ M and dist(v,M) ≤ β for all v ∈ V . If α and β are constants
and β ≥ α − 1, then in constant degree graphs (α, β)-ruling sets can be computed in O(log∗ |S|)
CONGEST rounds, where S is the size of the ID space [Lin92]. Actually, it is sufficient to have an
input distance coloring with S colors, that is, a coloring in which each color only appears at most
once in each O(1)-hop neighborhood, where the constant depends on α and β.

Modified generalized tree decomposition. The following tree decomposition algorithm de-
pends on two parameters, γ (potentially a function of n) and l (a constant), and computes a
partition of the vertex set of a tree graph into layers satisfying several properties that are stated in
Lemma 4.5.

The algorithm proceeds in iterations, in each of which one layer is produced and removed from
the graph. At the core of each iteration are two operations that we define next. The Rake operation
removes nodes of degree 1 (if two adjacent nodes have degree 1 the Rake operation only removes
one of them by exploiting an arbitrary symmetry breaking between the nodes, e.g., an arbitrary
orientation of the edge). The Compress operation removes all nodes that have degree 2 and are
contained in a path of degree-2 nodes of length at least l, in the graph induced by the remaining
nodes. In both operations, all degrees are with respect to the graph induced by the nodes that have
not yet been removed.

The decomposition algorithm begins with the full tree G = (V,E) (no nodes have been removed
initially). In iteration i = 1, 2, . . . do the following.

1. Do γ Rake operations.

2. Do one Compress operation.

We denote by V R
i the set of nodes removed during a Rake operation in iteration i, and by V C

i the
set of nodes removed during a Compress operation during iteration i. We call V R

i and V C
i rake

layers and compress layers, respectively, and their nodes are called rake nodes and compress nodes.
The modification we introduce over the decomposition in [Cha20] is that, in addition to the layers,
we split each rake layer V R

i into γ sublayers V R
i,j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ γ, where nodes belong to V R

i,j if they
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have been removed during the jth Rake operation of iteration i. For simplicity, we sometimes refer
to a compress layer V C

i both as a layer and as a sublayer of its own layer. We assign a total order
on all sublayers based on when they have been created, and we define a sublayer V to be higher
than another sublayer V ′ if V is created after V ′.

The post-processing step. In this step, some compress nodes in long paths are promoted to
a higher layer. More precisely, some nodes of layer V C

i , are moved into the rake sublayer V R
i+1,1,

such that all paths remaining in compress layers have length between l and 2l, and no two nodes
that are adjacent to each other are both promoted, and nodes that are endpoints of a path (before
the promotion) are never promoted. The essential ingredient to implement this step is a modified
(l + 1, l)-ruling set algorithm on subgraphs with maximum degree 2. The property that no adjacent
nodes and no endpoints are promoted is used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.

The following is an analog of what is needed in [Cha20], which we prove to hold also for our
modified decomposition and in CONGEST.

Lemma 4.5 (Modified generalized tree decomposition). Let S be the size of the ID space or the
number of colors in a 2l-distance coloring. Let γ = O(n1/k) where k ∈ N and l = O(1) be parameters.
The modified generalized tree decomposition can be implemented in O(log∗ |S|+ kγ) rounds in the
CONGEST model and yields a decomposition into 2k − 1 layers V R

1 = (V R
1,1, . . . , V

R
1,γ), . . . , V R

k =

(V R
k,1, . . . , V

R
k,γ), V C

1 , . . . , V C
k−1 such that the following hold.

1. Compress layers: The connected components of each G[V C
i ] are paths of length in [l, 2l], the

endpoints have a neighbor in a higher layer, and all other nodes do not have neighbors in a
higher layer.

2. Rake layers: The diameter of the connected components in G[V R
i ] is O(γ), and at most one

node has a neighbor in a layer above.

3. The connected components of each sublayer G[V R
i,j ] consist of isolated nodes.

We obtain the same guarantees in O(log∗ |S|+ log n) CONGEST rounds if γ = 1 and l = O(1).
In this case, the number of layers is O(log n). If γ = D, the decomposition only consists of one rake
layer with D sublayers, can be computed in O(γ) CONGEST rounds and unique IDs can be replaced
with the weaker assumption of an arbitrary orientation of the edges.

Proof. The first two items are proven in [Cha20], and do not change by our additional sublayer
notation. For the last item, consider some sublayer V R

i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ γ. The nodes that
are added to the sublayer by a Rake operation are an independent set. For i > 1 and j = 1, consider
the set of nodes PCi−1 that are promoted to rake layer V R

i,1 from the compress layer V C
i−1. nodes in

PCi−1 form an independent set and no vertex in PCi−1 can be adjacent to a vertex in V R
i,1 \PCi−1 as the

endpoints of paths are never promoted.
Next, we argue about the CONGEST implementation. The Rake operation requires nodes to

know their degree in the graph induced by nodes that are not already removed, which can be
done with no overhead in CONGEST. To decide whether to be removed in a Compress iteration,
a node needs to know whether it belongs to a path of degree-2 nodes of length at least l in the
graph induced by remaining nodes. This can be done in O(l) = O(1) rounds in CONGEST. The
post-processing step requires to compute an (l + 1, l)-ruling set in paths, and nodes can locally
detect if they are part of the subgraph on which this algorithm is executed, which can be done in
O(l + log∗ |S|) rounds (given unique IDs from an ID space of size |S| or a large enough distance
coloring with S colors). This is executed simultaneously on all layers.
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4.2 Superlogarithmic Gaps

In this section we prove Theorem 4.1. We start by defining the notion of class, an object essential to
show how to obtain a faster variant of the O(D)-round algorithm presented before, while keeping it
bandwidth efficient. Recall that we are considering the black and white formalism, where a solution
is given by labeling each edge. Consider a tree G, and a subtree H of G connected to G \H through
a set of incoming edges and a set of outgoing edges. Informally, a class captures how, in a correct
label assignment, the labeling for the outgoing edges can depend on the labeling of the incoming
edges.

Definition 4.6 (label-set, class, maximal class, independent class). Let Π be an LCL problem
given in the black and white formalism. Consider a connected subgraph H ⊆ G and a partition
of E(H,G \H) into incoming edges Fin and outgoing edges Fout. Further, consider sets of labels
Lin = (Le)e∈Fin (that is, we are given a set of labels Le for each incoming edge e). The label-set of
an edge e is the set of labels Le associated to the edge e. Then, a feasible labeling of E(H) and Fout

with regard to Lin is a tuple
(
Lout, Lin, LH

)
where:

• Lin is a labeling (le)e∈Fin of Fin satisfying le ∈ (Lin)e for all e ∈ Fin,

• Lout is a labeling of Fout,

• LH is a labeling of E(H),

• the output labeling of the edges incident to nodes of H given by the Lout, Lin, and LH , and the
provided input labeling for the edges incident to nodes of H, is such that all node constraints
of each node v ∈ V (H) are satisfied.

Also, given Π, H, Fin, Fout, and Lin, we define the following:

• a class is a set of feasible labelings,

• a maximal class is the unique inclusion maximal class, that is, it is the set of all feasible
labelings,

• an independent class is a class A such that for any
(
Lout, Lin, LH

)
∈ A and

(
L′out, L

′
in, L

′
H

)
∈

A the following holds. Let L′′out be an arbitrary combination of Lout and L′out, that is,
L′′out = (le)e∈Fout where le ∈ {(Lout)e, (L

′
out)e}. There must exist some L′′H and L′′in satisfying(

L′′out, L
′′
in, L

′′
H

)
∈ A.

Note that the maximal class with regard to some given Π, H, Fin, Fout, and Lin, is unique.

In other words, given a subgraph H with multiple incoming and outgoing edges, where to
each incoming edge is associated a set of labels (the label-set of the edge), a class represents valid
assignments of labels for the outgoing edges, that can be completed into valid assignments for the
whole subgraph, such that the labels assigned to the incoming edges belong to their label-set. An
independent class captures a stronger notion, where, even if labels for the outgoing edges are chosen
without coordination, it is still possible to complete the rest of the subgraph.

The above definition is mainly used in only two kinds of subgraphs. In particular, we apply the
tree decomposition defined in Section 4.1 and decompose the given tree in many subtrees, that could
be of two kinds: either isolated nodes, that are the ones removed with a Rake operation (or nodes
that have been removed with a Compress operation and then promoted into a higher rake layer), or
short paths, that are the ones obtained by using a ruling set algorithm to break the (possibly long)
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paths removed with a Compress operation into paths of constant length. We propagate label-sets
through the layers of the tree decomposition. More in detail, we consider the two following cases for
propagating label-sets:

• Case 1 (isolated nodes, outgoing edge): the graph H consists of a single node v with a
single outgoing edge e (Fout = {e}) and a constant number of incoming edges Fin (potentially
zero). Let B be the maximal class of H with regard to Π, H, Fin, Fout, and Lin. Then, omitting
these dependencies, we denote g(v) =

⋃
(Lout,Lin,LH)∈B{(Lout)e}. We have g(v) ⊆ Σ. Later,

we will use the value of g(v) as the label-set that we associate to the edge e.

Observation 4.7. Each node v can compute g(v), given the value of g(u) for each incoming
edge {v, u}.

• Case 2 (short paths): the graph H is a path of constant length. The endpoints of the
path are v1 and v2, Fout = {e1, e2}, and edge ei (i ∈ {1, 2}) is incident to vi. Let B be the
maximal class of H. We assume to be given a function fΠ,γ , that depends only on Π and
some parameter γ, that maps a class B into an independent class B′. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let
g(vi) =

⋃
(Lout,Lin,LH)∈fΠ(B){(Lout)ei}. We have g(vi) ⊆ Σ. Later, we will use the value of

g(vi) as the label-set that we associate to the edge ei.

Observation 4.8. The values of g(vi), for i ∈ {1, 2}, can be computed given all the information
associated to the path and its incident edges, that is, the input provided for all edges incident
to its nodes, and the label-sets of the incoming edges.

While the definitions of g(v) ⊆ Σ and g(vi) ⊆ Σ have a technical appearance and are crucial
to our CONGEST implementation, their intuition is easier to grasp. In the first case we have a
node with possibly many incoming edges on which a label-set is already assigned, and g(v) denotes
the label-set obtained for its outgoing edge. This is essentially the same operation performed on
each node of the tree in the diameter algorithm of Theorem 4.3. In fact, the layers of a rooted tree
can be seen as rake layers of a tree decomposition. The second case is what allows us to handle
compress layers. In this case, we have a path of constant length with many incoming edges attached
to them on which a label-set is already assigned, and we use some given function fΠ,γ to compute
the label-set of the two outgoing edges as a function of the incoming label-sets.

In short, following the same scheme used in [Cha20], we use the generalized Rake & Compress
algorithm (Section 4.1) to decompose the graph into few layers consisting of isolated nodes (case 1)
and short paths (case 2). Then, we begin to propagate label-sets (that are sets of labels) from the
bottom layer to the top layer. Inside the paths, we use a given function fΠ,γ to map a maximal
class computed from the incoming requirements into an independent class. From this independent
class we can compute the label-set of each edge going to higher layers, that is, we can associate a set
of labels to each outgoing edge, such that for any choice over these sets, the solution inside the path
can be completed. Once we are at the top, that is, once we reach a layer with no outgoing edges,
we select a labeling from the class, propagate labels down and complete the labeling in each layer
until we reach the bottom of the tree. The definition of independent class guarantees that we do not
have any issue when we complete a solution inside the paths, no matter what are the two choices
obtained for the outgoing edges from the layers above. Also, note that the function fΠ,γ cannot be
an arbitrary function mapping classes to independent classes (since it restricts the possible choices,
such a function may give no choice for the layers above), but, as shown in [Cha20], a good function
fΠ,γ always exists, and can be computed directly from the description of Π (see Lemma 4.9).

We next present the formal process for Theorem 4.1. The proof and necessary modifications for
Theorem 4.3 follow at the end of the section.
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Algorithm (for all of the complexities above Ω(log n)). The following process depends on
a given problem Π, and some parameters γ, that is possibly non-constant, and l = lΠ,γ = O(1).
Also, this process depends on a given function fΠ,γ , that takes in input a class and produces an
independent class. In the proofs of Theorem 4.1 we choose both parameters such that this process
produces a proper solution.

In the algorithm of Theorem 4.3, we start by rooting the tree, that is equivalent to decomposing
the tree into at most D layers, in which each vertex has at most one neighbor in a layer above.
Then, label-sets are propagated from lower layers to higher layers, until the root, a vertex (or layer)
with no outgoing edges, picks a label and final labels are propagated downwards in decreasing layer
order. Similar, in the following algorithm, we first decompose the tree into layers, then we propagate
label-sets from lower layers to higher layers, we fix arbitrary labels when we reach vertices that are
not adjacent to a higher layer, and then we propagate final labels down going through the layers
in the opposite direction. The actual implementation does not have to be synchronized among all
vertices in a layer. Instead, vertices can start their propagation once all of their respective neighbors
have provided the necessary information.

1. Generalized tree decomposition: Apply the generalized tree decomposition algorithm
with parameters (γ, l) to decompose the graph into L layers V R

1 = (V R
1,1, . . . , V

R
1,γ), . . . , V R

k =

(V R
k,1, . . . , V

R
k,γ), V C

1 , . . . , V C
k−1. Note that for γ = n1/k and l = O(1), L = 2k − 1, while for

γ = 1 and l = O(1), L = O(log n).

• Each rake sublayer V R
i,j has at most one outgoing edge to a higher sublayer, and has an

arbitrary amount of incoming edges from lower sublayers.

• Each compress layer is a path of length l ≤ x ≤ 2 · l, only the endpoints have one outgoing
edge to higher sublayers, and each node can have an arbitrary (constant) number of
incoming edges from lower sublayers.

2. Propagate label-sets up (intuitively, iterate through the layers and sublayers in increasing
order)

• rake sublayers (nodes with an outgoing edge). Each connected component of a rake
sublayer is composed of isolated nodes. Let v be such a node, let {v, w} be its single
outgoing edge, and let Z be the union of the neighbors of v in lower sublayers. Node v
waits until each node u ∈ Z has determined g(u) ⊆ Σ, then it gathers g(u) for all u ∈ Z.
Then, v computes g(v) and sends it to v. This is possible due to Observation 4.7. This
step takes O(1) rounds per sublayer.

• Compress layers. Each such a layer forms a path. Let v1, . . . , vx, x ∈ [l, 2l] be one
arbitrary such path. Let Zi be the set of neighbors of vi in lower sublayers. Nodes in
the path wait until, for all i ∈ [x], all nodes u ∈ Zi have determined g(u). Then, let v1

gather all the information associated to the path and its incident edges, that is, the input
provided for all edges incident to its nodes, and the label-set of the incoming edges, that
is, g(u) for all u ∈ Zi, for all i ∈ [x]. From this information, due to Observation 4.8, v1 is
able to compute g(v1) and g(vx). Finally, g(v1) and g(vx) is broadcast to all the nodes
of the path. The label-set of the edge outgoing from v1 (resp. vx) becomes g(v1) (resp.
g(vx)), and these label-sets are sent to neighbors of higher layers. This takes O(1) rounds
per layer.

3. Rake sublayers (nodes with no outgoing edges). A special case of the previous one is
given by rake sublayers with no neighbors in higher sublayers. In this case, after computing
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its class Bv, node v selects an arbitrary element ((), Lin, LH) from its class Bv, assigns to
its incident edges the labeling given by Lin and LH , and sends this choice to its incoming
neighbors. This takes O(1) rounds.

4. Propagate final labels down: (intuitively, iterate through the layers and sublayers in
decreasing order).

• Rake sublayers. Each node v, as soon as its single parent u has committed to a final
label for the edge {u, v}, picks a consistent labeling from its class Bv for its remaining
edges F vin, and propagates its choice to its incoming neighbors. This takes O(1) rounds
per sublayer.

• Compress layers. Let v1, . . . , vx, x ∈ [l, 2l] be a compress layer. As soon as the outgoing
edges of v1 and vx have received a label, nodes can complete the labeling for the edges of
the path and all incoming edges by picking an arbitrary labeling, among those consistent
with the assignment of the outgoing edges, from the independent class B′ of the path
previously computed during the second phase. This takes O(1) rounds per layer.

Chang in [CP19, Cha20] characterized the set of parameters for which the above process works.
In particular, it is shown that for all Π and a suitable choice of parameters γ, l and fΠ,γ , it cannot
happen that Bv becomes empty during step 3. The algorithms used in [CP19, Cha20] are not
exactly the same as the one that we described: instead of propagating label-sets to the layers above,
they propagate virtual trees. While it makes no difference for the algorithms of [CP19, Cha20],
since they are designed for the LOCAL model, we claim that these algorithms can actually use less
information, and provide a proof for completeness.

Lemma 4.9 ([CP19, Cha20, Cha21]). Given a parameter γ ∈ {1} ∪ {n1/k | k ∈ N} and an LCL
problem Π solvable in the LOCAL model in O(max{γ, log n}) rounds, there is a function fΠ,γ and a
constant lΠ,γ such that the above process (that depends on Π, γ, fΠ,γ and lΠ,γ) works, that is, it
never computes an empty class, and in particular in step 3 each vertex v can select an element from
its class Bv. If such a function fΠ,γ and a constant lΠ,γ exists, then it can also be computed given γ
and the description of Π. Moreover, given an arbitrary problem Π and γ, it is decidable whether
working fΠ,γ and lΠ,γ exist.

Proof. We show that the function f described in [CP19, Cha20] can be used to implement our
function fΠ,γ . First of all, [CP19, Cha20] consider LCLs in their general form, while we consider
LCLs in the black and white formalism. Since the black and white formalism with black degree
two is a special case of the general case we can also apply their results in this special setting.
The advantage of the black and white formalism is that, in many cases, it reduces the distance of
dependencies between labels: if two subtrees T1 and T2 are connected through an edge, and the
labeling on that edge is fixed, then the labeling in T1 and T2 can be completed independently. This
is the intuitive reason why we can propagate label-sets. In contrast , [CP19, Cha20] propagates
much larger structures. Still, via Claim 4.4 all our results in the black and white formalism apply in
the standard LCL setting. Hence, our setting can be seen as a special and simplified case of the
setting studied in [CP19, Cha20].

We first describe how the definitions of type and class in [CP19, Cha20] relate to our definitions
of a maximal class and label-sets.

• Type: given a subgraph H with two outgoing edges, a type describes how a labeling can be
fixed in the r-radius neighborhood within H (for some constant r large enough to stop any
kind of dependency between the labeling outside H and inside H) of the two outgoing edges,
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such that the labeling of H and lower layers connected to it can be completed. Types are
actually defined as an equivalence class, where two subgraphs H1 and H2 are in the same
equivalence class if the possible valid labelings in the neighborhood of the outgoing edges of
H1 are exactly the same as the ones for H2, where a labeling is valid if it can be completed on
the rest of the subgraph and in lower layers. The notion of type corresponds to our notion of
maximal class, in the case of short paths. In the black-white formalism, in order to stop any
kind of dependency between the labeling outside H and inside H, it is not necessary to fix
the labeling in a whole r-radius neighborhood, but it is enough to fix a labeling on a single
edge. Hence, two subgraphs have the same type if and only if their maximal classes allow the
same label assignments for the outgoing edges.

• Class: given a subgraph H with one outgoing edge, a class describes how a labeling can be
fixed in the r-radius neighborhood within H of the outgoing edge, such that H and lower
layers connected to it can be completed. Similar to the case of types, classes are actually
defined as equivalence classes. The notion of a class corresponds to our notions of maximal
class and label-set, in the case of isolated nodes. In particular, the label-set of the outgoing
edge of a subgraph is the same as the class of that subgraph, while a maximal class can be
seen as a label-set augmented with additional information for the nodes on how to complete a
labeling.

More formally, we claim that types and classes of [CP19, Cha20] are equivalent to the set of valid
labelings allowed by a maximal class (note that, in the case of a single outgoing edge, we defined
this object as label-set), assuming that the label-sets assigned to the incoming edges are maximal,
that is, if it is not possible to assign a label not contained in the label-set and complete the labeling
in the layers below. In fact, types and classes of [CP19, Cha20] are defined as follows. Suppose
we are given two partially labeled subgraphs H and H ′, connected to the rest of the graph G
through a single edge in the case of classes, and two edges in the case of types. Suppose that
G \H is completely labeled, including the edge between G and H. Let G′ be the graph obtained
by replacing H with H ′. H and H ′ are of the same type (or class) when the partial labeling of G
can be completed into a proper complete labeling if and only if the same is possible in G′. Clearly,
this definition matches our definition of maximal class, assuming that the label-sets assigned to the
incoming edges are maximal.

We now summarize how the algorithms of [CP19, Cha20] work. They work similarly as our
algorithms, but with a notable exception. Instead of propagating types and classes to the layers
above, they propagate virtual trees. In particular, every compress layer is handled as follows:

1. Replace the path with a canonical path that preserves its type (with a representative from the
equivalence class).

2. Use the function f to fix the labeling in the middle of the path. The length of the labeled
region is chosen such that, after fixing the labeling, there is no dependency between the
labeling of the two sides.

3. Replace the path with a much longer path that still preserves its type.

4. Replace the path with two copies of it, such that each endpoint of the original path is connected
to only one (different) copy.

After this process, each endpoint of a compress layer becomes connected to a single virtual tree
(that is not connected to the other endpoint due to step 2 and 4), and this whole tree is propagated
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to higher layers. After having handled all layers, including propagation through rake layers, we
reach vertices with no neighbors in layers above. Let W denote these vertices. Since every compress
path has been replaced by two independent trees every node v ∈W only has virtual trees connected
to it that are not connected to other nodes in W . There is one virtual tree at each neighbor of v
with an outgoing edge to v. Then, nodes in W choose a labeling solely as a function of the class of
the virtual trees rooted at them, and this choice is propagated down.

We claim that it is not needed to propagate whole virtual trees, but only their classes, which in
our notation corresponds to label-sets. Intuitively, the application of the function f in the middle of
the path does nothing else than stopping any possible dependency between the two endpoints of the
path, and in the black-white formalism, in order to achieve this goal, it is enough to fix the labeling
of a single edge. More in detail, let v1, . . . , u, w, . . . , vx be the path on which f has been applied to
fix the label ` of its middle edge e = {u,w}. We fix the label-set of e to be {`}. Then, we orient
the edges of v1, . . . , u towards v1, and the edges of w, . . . , vx towards vx. Now, nodes in each path
have only one outgoing edge, and can hence behave as rake nodes. In this way, we obtain a set of
possible labelings for each outgoing edge of the compress layer, such that for any choice of labels
over the two sets, the labeling inside the path can be completed. Note also that the obtained set is
the maximal set satisfying this condition, for the same reason explained in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Since also normal rake layers propagate maximal sets, we obtain that our notion of label-sets and
maximal classes is indeed equivalent to the notion of classes and types of [CP19, Cha20]. Hence,
since all operations done on the compress layers by [CP19, Cha20] preserve the equivalence class
of their types, we obtain that the label-sets computed for the two outgoing edges are exactly the
same sets of labels that are allowed for the edges outgoing from the two virtual trees computed by
[CP19, Cha20].

Example 4.10. Consider the 2-coloring problem, that is a problem that requires Ω(n) rounds. We
explain why there cannot be a function fΠ,γ for γ =

√
n. In the above process we would have three

layers of nodes, V R
1 , V

C
1 , V R

2 . We would start propagating classes in the first rake layer V R
1 , and the

classes of all such nodes would contain both allowed colors, since by fixing the color of a node we
can always complete a 2-coloring correctly towards the leaves. Then, we would compute classes in
the compress layer V C

1 , and then convert these classes into independent classes. This would force us
to assign a specific color to each endpoint of each path, since otherwise it would not hold that for
any choice of output for the endpoints the solution inside the path is completable. After this, we
would propagate classes in the rake layer V R

2 . Consider now a rake node in V R
2 with two different

neighbors in V C
1 of opposite classes, and note that this situation may arise for any possible way of

converting classes into independent classes. This node would obtain an empty class.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. In the LOCAL model, it is already known that the gaps and the decidability
results mentioned in the theorem statements hold [Cha20]. Hence, it is enough to prove that the
LOCAL model does not add any power compared to the CONGEST model. Assume we are given
an LCL problem Π and a constant γ ∈ {1} ∪ {n1/k | k ∈ N} such that there is an O(max{γ, log n})
rounds LOCAL algorithm for Π. Due to Lemma 4.9, the function fΠ,γ and the constant l = lΠ,γ
needed for the above process exist. In particular, all computed classes are non-empty and each
vertex in step 3 can select a label. We now prove the necessary time and bandwidth bounds for the
algorithm.

All steps of the procedure can be implemented in the CONGEST model in the claimed number
of rounds. In fact, the Rake & Compress procedure can be executed in the CONGEST model due to
Lemma 4.5. Step 3 and Step 4 only require each node to send one label from Σ on each incident
edge. Step 2, for rake sublayers, only requires each node u to send one label from g(u) ⊆ Σ. Step 2,
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for compress layers, only requires O(1) rounds, since the information required to apply the function
fΠ,γ in a path v1, . . . , vx only depends on the values g(u) ⊆ Σ, u ∈ Zi, and the inputs given to
all edges incident to nodes of the path. Since the length of the path is constant, and since there
are only a constant number of possible values for g(u), then all this information can be gathered
O(1) rounds. All of these steps work with the claimed conditions on the ID space of size S or a
distance-2l input S-coloring.

Hence, since each step requires O(1) rounds, we only need to bound the total number of
propagation steps that the algorithm needs to perform. Note that a sublayer V is ready to compute
a label-set for its outgoing edges when all incoming edges from lower layers already computed a
label-set. Thus, the total number of propagation steps is upper bounded by the total number of
sublayers. If γ = 1, the tree decomposition algorithm guarantees that the total number of layers is
L = O(log n). Otherwise, for γ = n1/k, the total number of layers is L = 2k − 1. The total number
of sublayers is O(Lγ), implying that for γ = 1 we obtain an O(log n) CONGEST algorithm, while
for γ = n1/k and constant k we obtain an O(n1/k) CONGEST algorithm.

5 Trees: o(log n) Randomized Implies O(log log n)

In this section we show that, on trees, any randomized algorithm solving an LCL problem Π in
o(log n) rounds can be transformed into a randomized algorithm that solves Π in O(log logn) rounds.
This implies that in the CONGEST model there is no LCL problem in trees with a randomized
complexity that lies between ω(log logn) and o(log n). Moreover, we show that it is not necessary to
start from an algorithm for the CONGEST model, but that a LOCAL model one is sufficient. More
formally, we will prove the following theorem. In this section we show that, on trees, any randomized
algorithm solving an LCL problem Π in o(log n) rounds can be transformed into a randomized
algorithm that solves Π in O(log log n) rounds. This implies that in the CONGEST model there is
no LCL problem in trees with a randomized complexity that lies between ω(log logn) and o(log n).
Moreover, we show that it is not necessary to start from an algorithm for the CONGEST model, but
that a LOCAL model one is sufficient. More formally, we will prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (sublogarithmic gap). Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. Given any LCL problem Π, if there
exists a randomized algorithm for the LOCAL model that solves Π on trees in o(log n) rounds with
failure probability at most 1/n, then there exists a randomized algorithm for the CONGEST model
that solves Π on trees in O(log log n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/nc.

In Section 5.1 we present the high level idea of the proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof itself is
split into three subsections, for which a road map appears at the end of Section 5.1.

5.1 Proof Idea for Theorem 5.1

In the LOCAL model it is known that, on trees, there are no LCL problems with randomized
complexity between ω(log logn) and o(log n) [CP19, CHL+18]. At a high level, we follow a similar
approach in our proof. However, while some parts of the proof directly work in the CONGEST
model, there are some challenges that need to be tackled in order to obtain an algorithm that
runs in O(log logn) that is actually bandwidth efficient. We now provide the high level idea of our
approach.

The standard approach: expressing the problem as an LLL instance. As in the LOCAL
model case, the high level idea is to prove that if a randomized algorithm for an LCL problem Π runs
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in o(log n) rounds, then we can make it run faster at the cost of increasing its failure probability. In
this way, we can obtain a constant time algorithm A0 at the cost of a very large failure probability.
This partially gives what we want: we need a fast algorithm with small failure probability, and now
we have a very fast algorithm with large failure probability. One way to fix the failure probability
issue is to derandomize the algorithm A0, that is, to find a random bit assignment satisfying that if
we run the algorithm with this specific assignment of random bits then the algorithm does not fail.
Ironically, we use a randomized algorithm to find such a random bit assignment.

Lemma 5.2 (informal version of Lemma 5.5). For any problem Π solvable in o(log n) rounds with
a randomized LOCAL algorithm having failure probability at most 1/n, there exists a constant time
LOCAL algorithm A0 that solves Π with constant local failure probability p.

It turns out that the problem itself of finding a good assignment of random bits such that
the constant time algorithm A0 does not fail can be formulated as a Lovász Local Lemma (LLL)
instance. In an LLL instance there are random variables and a set of bad events that depend on
these variables. The famous Lovász Local Lemma [EL73] states that if the probability of each bad
event is upper bounded by p, each bad event only shares variables with d other events and the LLL
criterion epd < 1 holds, then there exists an assignment to the variables that avoids all bad events
(a more formal treatment of the Lovász Local Lemma follows at the beginning of Section 5.3). In
our setting, the random variables are given by the random bits used by the vertices and each vertex
v has a bad event Ev that holds if the random bits are such that v’s constraints in Π are violated if
A0 is executed with these random bits. We show that a large polynomial LLL criterion—think of
p(ed)30 < 1— holds. Thus, the Lovász Local Lemma implies that there exist good random bits such
the LCL constraints of Π are satisfied for all nodes when using these bits in A0. In the LOCAL model
it is known how to solve an LLL problem with such a strong LLL criterion efficiently. We show that
the same holds in the CONGEST model, i.e., O(log log n) CONGEST rounds are sufficient to find a
good assignment of random bits. We point out that we do not give a general LLL algorithm in the
CONGEST model but an algorithm that is tailored for the specific instances that we obtain. The
constant time algorithm A0 executed with these random bits does not fail at any node.

We summarize the high level approach as follows: Given an LCL problem Π defined on trees
and an o(log n)-rounds randomized algorithm A for Π, we obtain a constant time algorithm A0 for
Π and a new problem Π′ of finding good random bits for A0. Problem Π′ is defined on the same
graph as problem Π. The algorithm A0 and the problem Π′ only depend on Π and A. We show
that Π′ is also an LCL problem. In problem Π′ each node of the tree needs to output a bit string
such that if the constant time algorithm A0 is run with the computed random bits, the problem
Π is solved. We will show that Π′ can be solved in O(log logn) rounds, and note that once Π′ is
solved, one can run A(n0) for t0 = tA0 = O(1) rounds to solve Π.

Lemma 5.3 (informal version of Lemma 5.7). The problem Π′, that is, the problem of finding a good
assignment of random bits that allows us to solve Π in constant time, can be solved in O(log log n)
rounds in the CONGEST model.

Problem Π′ is defined on the same tree as Π but problem Π′ has checking radius r + t0. Thus,
the dependency graph of the LLL instance is a power graph of the tree, or in other words the LLL
instance is tree structured. Hence, in the LOCAL model, Π′ can be solved in O(log logn) rounds by
using a O(log log n) randomized LOCAL algorithm for tree structured LLL instances [CHL+18]. We
cannot do the same here, as it is not immediate whether this algorithm works in the CONGEST
model.
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The shattering framework. Our main contribution is showing how to solve Π′ in O(log logn)
rounds in a bandwidth-efficient manner. To design an O(log log n)-round algorithm for Π′, we apply
the shattering framework for LLL of [FG17], that works as follows. After a precomputation phase
of O(log∗ n) rounds, the shattering process uses poly ∆ = O(1) rounds to determine the random
bits of some of the nodes. The crucial property is that all nodes with unset random bits form
small connected components of size N = poly(∆) · log n = O(log n); in fact, even all nodes that are
close to nodes with unset random bits form small connected components C1, . . . , Ck. Furthermore,
each connected component can be solved (independently) with an LLL procedure as well, with a
slightly worse polynomial criterion (e.g., p(ed)15 < 1). Note that, in order to solve these smaller
instances, we need to use a deterministic algorithm.This is because, if we try to recursively apply a
randomized LLL algorithm on the smaller instances (e.g. by using the randomized LOCAL algorithm
of [CPS17]) we get that each component can be solved independently in O(logN) rounds, but with
failure probability 1/ polyN � 1/n.

Our main contribution: solving the small instances in a bandwidth efficient manner.
Since it seems that we cannot directly use an LLL algorithm to solve the small remaining instances
C1, . . . , Ck, we follow a different route. We devise a deterministic CONGEST algorithm that we can
apply on each of the components in parallel: In Theorem 4.1 we prove that, on trees, any randomized
algorithm running in no(1) rounds (subpolynomial in the number of nodes) in the LOCAL model can
be converted into a deterministic algorithm running in O(log n) in the CONGEST model. We use this
result here, to show that, the mere existence of the randomized LOCAL algorithm of [CPS17], that
fails with probability at most 1/ polyN and runs in O(logN) rounds in the LOCAL model, which fits
the runtime requirement of Theorem 4.1, implies that Π′ can be solved in O(logN) = O(log logn)
CONGEST rounds deterministically on the components induced by unset bits. To apply Theorem 4.1
that only holds for LCL problems, we express the problem of completing the partial random bit
assignment as a problem Π′′, that intuitively is almost the same problem as Π′, but allows some
nodes to already receive bit strings as their input. We show that Π′′ is a proper LCL.

Formally, there are several technicalities that we need to take care of. In particular, we do
not want to provide any promises on the inputs of Π′′, as Theorem 4.1 does not hold for LCLs
with promises on the input. For example, we cannot guarantee in the LCL definition that the
provided input, that is, the partial assignment of random bits, can actually be completed into a full
assignment that is good for solving Π. On the other hand, if we just defined Π′′ as the problem of
completing a partial given bit string assignment, it might be unsolvable for some given inputs, and
this would imply that an no(1) time algorithm for this problem cannot exist to begin with, thus
there would be no way to use Theorem 4.1.

In order to solve this issue, we define Π′′ such that it can be solved fast even if the input is not
nice (for some technical definition of nice). In particular, we make sure, in the definition of Π′′, that
if the input is nice then the only way to solve Π′′ is to actually complete the partial assignment,
while if the input is not nice, and only in this case, nodes are allowed to output wildcards ?; the
constraints of nodes that see wildcards in their checkability radius are automatically satisfied. This
way the problem is always solvable. For an efficient algorithm, we make sure that nodes can verify in
constant time if a given input assignment is nice or not. We also show that inputs produced for Π′′ in
the shattering framework are always nice. The definition of Π′′ and the provided partial assignment
allows us to split the instance of Π′ into many independent instances of Π′′ of size N = O(log n).
By applying Theorem 4.1 we get that [CPS17] implies the existence of a deterministic CONGEST
algorithm B for Π′′ with complexity O(logN) = O(log log n).
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Lemma 5.4 (informal version of Lemma 5.12). There is a deterministic CONGEST algorithm to
solve Π′′ on any tree with at most N nodes in O(logN) rounds, regardless of the predetermined
input.

We apply algorithm B on each of the components C1, . . . , Ck in parallel, and the solution of Π′′

on each small components together with the random bit strings from the shattering phase yield a
solution for Π′. This can then be transformed into a solution for Π on the whole tree by running the
constant time algorithm A0 with the computed random bits, which completes our task and proves
Theorem 5.1.

Road map through the section. We follow the same top-down approach that we used to explain
the high level idea. In Section 5.2 we define the problem Π′ and prove Theorem 5.1, assuming that
we already know how to solve problem Π′ efficiently (Lemma 5.7). Then, in Section 5.3 we define
Π′′ and prove Lemma 5.7, assuming that we know how to solve Π′′ efficiently (Lemma 5.12). Lastly,
in Section 5.4 we prove Lemma 5.12.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1: Solving Π

We now start by proving that, if we are given an algorithm A running in o(log n) rounds, then we
can make it faster at the cost of substituting its global failure probability of 1/n with a much larger
(even constant) local failure probability. Afterwards, in the rest of the section, we find a random
bit assignment such that if we run the latter algorithm with this specific assignment of random
bits then it does not fail at any node. Recall, that A(n0) denotes algorithm A run with parameter
n0 as an upper bound on the nodes (see Section 2 for the formal definition of A(n0)). The next
statement was first observed in [CP19] and has been used in many results afterwards. We prove it
for completeness as it only occurs in the internals of proofs in these works and has not been stated
in such an explicit form.

Lemma 5.5. Let c be a constant ≥ 1 and Π an LCL with maximum degree ∆ and with checking
radius r. Assume that we are given a randomized LOCAL algorithm A solving Π in f(∆) + ε log∆ n
rounds for some function f and ε < 1 with failure probability at most 1/nc on any graph with at
most n nodes. There exists a constant n̂, such that, for any n0 ≥ n̂, if we run A(n0) on a graph G
of size at most n, for each node v of G it holds that the outputs produced by A(n0) on the r-radius
neighborhood of v is incorrect, according to the LCL constraints of Π, with probability at most 1/nc0.

The local error probability of the constant time algorithm A(n0) in Lemma 5.5 is 1/nc0.

Proof. Assume that there is an algorithm A that takes an input n, an upper bound on the size of the
graph, runs in tA(n) on graphs with no IDs, and produces an output with local failure probability
at most 1/nc, meaning that for each node v of the graph, with probability at least 1− 1/nc, the
neighborhood of radius r of v is contained in C. Let n̂ be such that

∆1+tA(n̂)+r ≤ n̂ (1)

holds. Such a choice of n̂ exists because due to tA(n) = f(∆) + ε log∆ n, we have ∆1+tA(n)+r ≤
∆1+f(∆)+ε log∆ n+r = ∆1+f(∆)+r · nε = o(n). Fix an arbitrary n0 ≥ n̂ and note that Inequality 1 also
holds for n0. By the definition of A, we obtain the following fact.

Fact: Algorithm A(n0) produces a feasible solution (according to Π) with probability 1/nc0 on
any graph with at most n0 nodes.
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To prove the statement of the lemma we show that for any n, the constant time algorithm A(n0)
produces a feasible solution (according to Π) with probability 1/nc0 on any graph G with at most n
vertices. Assume for a contradiction that it does not, i.e., that there is some n, a graph G = (V,E)
on at most n nodes and a node v ∈ V (G) such that the probability that the LCL constraint of v
in its r-radius neighborhood is violated is strictly larger than 1/nc0. Let Hv = (V H , EH) be the
graph consisting of the radius-(tA(n0) + r) neighborhood of v in G and let φ : V H → V be the map
that identifies each vertex of Hv with its counterpart in G. An upper bound on the number of
nodes in a radius-(tA(n0) + r) neighborhood is given by ∆1+tA(n0)+r, and thus by Inequality (1)
the graph Hv has at most n0 vertices. Further, each node v′ ∈ V H in the r-radius neighborhood
around φ−1(v) has the same radius-tA(n0) view in Hv and as its counterpart φ(v′) in G. Thus,
when running A(n0) on Hv or on G, the joint probability distribution of the output labeling of
all nodes in N r

H(v) = N r
Hv

(φ−1(v)) and N r
G(v) are identical. As Hv is a graph of at most n0 nodes

the aforementioned fact implies that the joint output labeling distribution of N r
H(v) violates the

constraints of Π with probability at most 1/nc0, a contradiction to the assumption that the same
output labeling distribution on N r

G(v) violates the constraint with probability strictly larger than
1/nc0.

We now define the LCL problem Π′(A, n0) that is the central problem of our algorithm. We only
use the definition for a sublogarithmic algorithm A and in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we determine a
value of n0 such that Π′(A, n0) is solvable.

Definition 5.6 (LCL problem Π′). Let Π be an LCL with checking radius r, let A be a randomized
algorithm for Π and let n0 ∈ N and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 be parameters. Let t0 = tA(n0), h0 = hA(n0) be
upper bounds on the runtime and on the number of random bits used by a node when running A
on graphs with at most n0 nodes.

Problem Π′(A, n0): The input alphabet of Π′(A, n0) is the same as in Π. The output of each
node is a string of h0 bits. A ball of radius r + t0 centered at v is feasible if, by running A(n0) for
t0 rounds on each node in the radius-r neighborhood of v using the bits given by the output of Π′,
we obtain a neighborhood that is correct according to Π. The checkability radius is r + t0.

The next lemma is the main technical contribution in this section and proven in Section 5.3.

Lemma 5.7 (Solving Π′). Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. Let Π be an LCL on trees with checking radius r
and maximum degree ∆. Let A be a LOCAL algorithm and let n0 be such that A(n0) solves Π with
local failure probability at most 1/n0 and such that n0 > (∆2(tA(n0)+r) · e)26+2c holds. Then Π′(A, n0)
can be solved in the CONGEST model in O(log log n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/nc.

Given Lemma 5.7 we can immediately prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let Π be an LCL problem with checkability radius r that is solvable with
a randomized algorithm A in t(n) = o(log n) with failure probability at most 1/n, in which each
node uses at most h(n) random bits, in any graph with at most n nodes. As t(n) is in o(log n),
the function g(n) = (∆2(t(n)+r) · e)(26+2c) is in o(n). Thus, we can fix a constant nA0 such that
nA0 > g(nA0 ) holds. Let nB0 be the constant n̂ of Lemma 5.5. We define n0 = max{nA0 , nB0 }. Let
t0 = t(n0). We obtain that

n0 > (∆2(t0+r) · e)(26+2c), (2)

and that A(n0) fails on each neighborhood with probability at most 1/n0. We obtain constants n0,
t0 and h0 = h(n0) that do not depend on any input graph but solely on the properties of A. For this
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choice of n0 we consider the LCL problem Π′ = Π′(A, n0) which is formally defined in Definition 5.6.
It is the problem of finding h0 random bits for each node of the input graph such that if we run
A(n0) (that requires t0 rounds) by using the random bits given by the output for Π′, we solve Π.
We satisfy all requirements of Lemma 5.7 to solve Π′(A, n0) in O(log log n) rounds. Given a solution
for Π′, we solve the original problem Π on the whole tree as follows. We run the t0 = O(1)-round
LOCAL algorithm A(n0) in O(1) CONGEST rounds, using the bits provided by the solution of Π′

as random bits for A(n0). Given the solution to Π′, this process is deterministic and never fails.
Thus, the overall randomized algorithm can only fail with probability 1/nc, the failure probability
of solving Π′ with Lemma 5.7.

5.3 Proof of Lemma 5.7: Solving Π′

In this section we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.7 (Solving Π′). Let c ≥ 1 be a constant. Let Π be an LCL on trees with checking radius r
and maximum degree ∆. Let A be a LOCAL algorithm and let n0 be such that A(n0) solves Π with
local failure probability at most 1/n0 and such that n0 > (∆2(tA(n0)+r) · e)26+2c holds. Then Π′(A, n0)
can be solved in the CONGEST model in O(log log n) rounds with failure probability at most 1/nc.

We first explain how the problem can be solved in the LOCAL model and then present our much
more involved solution in the CONGEST model. The proof of Lemma 5.7 that puts all arguments
of the section together appears at the end of the section. For both approaches we require that Π′

can be solved with a randomized process that is a Lovász Local Lemma (LLL) instance and whose
dependency graph H is in close relation to the communication network G. We next explain the
LLL problem and the distributed LLL problem.

Distributed Lovász Local Lemma (LLL). Consider a set V of independent random variables,
and a family X of n (bad) events E1, . . . , En on these variables. Each event Ei ∈ X depends on some
subset vbl(Ei) ⊆ V of variables. Define the dependency graph HX = (X , {(E , E ′) | vbl(E) ∩ vbl(E ′) 6=
∅}) that connects any two events which share at least one variable. Let d = ∆H be the maximum
degree in this graph, i.e., each event E ∈ X shares variables with at most ∆H other events E ′ ∈ X .
Finally, define p = maxE∈X Pr(E). The Lovász Local Lemma [EL73] shows that Pr(∩E∈XE) > 0 if
epd < 1. In the distributed LLL problem each bad event and each variable is simulated by a vertex
of the communication network and the objective is to compute an assignment for the variables such
that no bad event occurs.

LCL Problem Π′ can be solved by LLL. Given an instance of Π′(A, n0) on a tree G, let
each vertex v ∈ V select its string R(v) of h0 = h(n0) = O(1) random bits uniformly at random.
Associate a bad event Ev to each vertex v ∈ V . The event Ev occurs if, by executing A(n0) with
the random bits assigned by R, the constraints of Π are violated in the radius-r neighborhood of
v. The associated dependency graph H has one vertex for each bad event Ev and there is an edge
between two vertices Eu and Ev if the two events depend on each other, that is, if u and v are in
distance at most 2(tA(n0) + r) in G. Note that in general H is not a tree.

Claim 5.8 (Π′ can be solved by an LLL). Under the conditions of Lemma 5.7 on Π, A and n0,
the described random process is an instance of LLL with dependency graph H and LLL criterion
p(∆H · e)26+2c. Its solution provides a solution to Π′(A, n0). Further, one round of CONGEST or
LOCAL communication in H can be simulated in O(1) rounds in the same model.
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Proof. Denote t0 = tA(n0). The maximum degree ∆H of H, i.e., the dependency degree of the LLL,
is upper bounded by ∆2(t0+r). Due to the assumption on n0, t0 and the failure probability of 1/n0

for A(n0) in the statement of Lemma 5.7, the LLL criterion is satisfied with exponent (26 + 2c),
that is,

(1/n0) · (∆H · e)26+2c < 1. (3)

Since ∆H is constant, one round of communication of a LOCAL or CONGEST algorithm on H
can be run in G in O(1) rounds in the same model.

Solving Π′ in the LOCAL model [CP19, CHL+18]. In the LOCAL model, it would be possible
to solve Π′ by using a standard LLL algorithm [FG17]. This algorithm consists of two phases,
called preshattering and postshattering. In the preshattering phase, the algorithm fixes some
variables (strings of random bits R(v), v ∈ V ) such that all vertices/events of H that have an unset
variable/random bit in their vicinity induce small connected components in H, of size N = O(log n).
Moreover, this partial assignment satisfies the following property: completing this partial assignment
is also an LLL problem with a slightly worse criterion. Then, to complete the assignment, in the
postshattering phase the small components are solved with a deterministic O(logN) = O(log log n)
round algorithm for so called tree-structured LLL instances [CHL+18].

Solving Π′ in the CONGEST model. We use the rest of the section to devise an efficient
algorithm for Π′ in the CONGEST model, that is, we prove Lemma 5.7. In order to solve Π′ in the
CONGEST model, we use the same preshattering algorithm of [FG17], as it directly works in the
CONGEST model, but we replace the postshattering phase and provide a bandwidth-efficient way to
solve the small components. We next explain our whole CONGEST algorithm for Π′; the proof of
Lemma 5.7 follows at the end of the section.

Preshattering for Π′. In the following, let x =
√

1/n0. We sketch the preshattering phase of
[FG17] to point out that it can be implemented in CONGEST. For more details we refer to [FG17].
First, each vertex obtains an ID chosen uniformly at random from the ID space [nc+3]. The rest of
the proof of Lemma 5.7 is conditioned on the event that the chosen IDs are unique which happens
with probability at least 1− 1/nc+1. Then, we compute a distance-2 coloring of H with ∆2

H + 1
colors (this can be done in O(poly ∆H + log∗(nc+3)) = O(log∗ n) rounds in CONGEST, e.g., with
Linial’s algorithm [Lin87]). During the execution of the preshattering phase we have set and unset
random bits as well as frozen and unfrozen random bits. At the beginning all random bits are unset,
and no random bit is frozen. Then, we iterate through the ∆2

H + 1 = O(1) color classes. In iteration
i ∈ [∆2

H + 1] all nodes v with color i in parallel sample all of their not frozen random bits uniformly
at random. Then, a node v checks whether the probability of Eu for any u ∈ ({v} ∪NH(v)) has
increased to ≥ x, if so, the random bits of v are unset and all random bits that Eu depends on are
frozen. All of these steps can be executed in poly ∆H = O(1) rounds in the CONGEST model on
the communication graph G.

Observation 5.9 ([FG17, arxiv Observation 3.4]). After the preshattering process, for each event
Ev the probability of Ev having at least one unset variable, i.e., an unset random bit string stored at
an H-neighbor Eu of Ev, is at most (∆H + 1)

√
1/n0. Furthermore, this is independent of events

that are further than 2 hops (in H) from Ev.

We call vertices/events Ev undecided if one of the random bit strings that the event depends
on is unset, i.e., if one of the random bit strings in v’s t0 + r neighborhood in G is unset, all other
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nodes are called decided. Note that, in general, even if a node is undecided, it may be the case that
its bit string is already set.

As used in [FG17], Observation 5.9 and Lemma A.1 (the shattering Lemma from [FG17]) imply
that only small (independent) connected components remain undecided, as stated in the next claim.
Recall that c is the arbitrary constant in Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.7, respectively.

Claim 5.10 ([FG17]). After the preshattering phase the undecided vertices of H induce small
components CH1 , . . . , C

H
k , each of size at most poly(∆H) · log n = O(log n) with probability 1−1/nc+1.

Proof. The goal is to apply Lemma A.1 with c1 = 12 + c, c2 = 2 and c3 = c + 1 (satisfying
c1 > c3 + 4c2 + 2) and with the preshattering process where the set B in the lemma statement
consists of undecided nodes. By Observation 5.9 and using ∆H + 1 ≤ e∆H for ∆H ≥ 2 we obtain

Pr(v ∈ B) ≤ (∆H + 1)
√

1/n0 ≤ (∆H + 1) · (e∆H)−(13+c) ≤ (1/∆H)12+c = (1/∆H)c1 . (4)

Thus, by Lemma A.1 the maximal components of undecided nodes are of size O(∆2c2
H log n) =

O(∆4
H log n) = O(log n) with probability at least 1− 1/nc+1.

In Claim 5.10 two distinct components CHi and CHj are not connected by an edge in H, that is,
they have distance at least 2(t0 + r) + 1 in G. We do not bound the number of components k.

Postshattering. When dealing with small components we need to deal with vertices that have
already decided on their strings of random bits (these were set in the preshattering phase) and
vertices that are still undecided about their random bits. Next, we define the problem that we solve
on the small components. The precise instances of the small components are described later. While
the definition of Π′′(A, n0, x) is more general, we only use it for sublogarithmic algorithm A, the
choice of n0 from the statement of Lemma 5.7, and for x =

√
1/n0.

Definition 5.11 (LCL problem Π′′). Let Π be an LCL with checking radius r, A a randomized
algorithm for Π and n0 ∈ N and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 parameters. Let t0 = tA(n0), h0 = hA(n0) be upper
bounds on the runtime and on the number of random bits used by a node when running A on
graphs with at most n0 nodes.

Problem Π′′(A, n0, x): Each node has in input a pair, where the first element is a possible
input for Π, and the second element can either be an empty string, or a bit string of length h0. The
output of each node is either a bit string of h0 bits, or a wildcard ?. A neighborhood of radius r+ t0
centered around some node v is feasible if and only if the following holds. If v outputs ?, then it
must hold that by running A(n0) on nodes in the r-radius neighborhood of v for t0 rounds we obtain
a radius-r neighborhood that with probability strictly greater than x violates the constraints of Π,
where all random bits that are not predetermined by the input are chosen uniformly at random. If
v does not output a wildcard, and an input string of h0 bits is provided in input, then the same
bit string must be given in output. Also, a neighborhood of a node not having an input string of
h0 bits is always valid if there is a node different from v in the neighborhood that is outputting
a wildcard. Finally, if no node in a neighborhood is outputting a wildcard, the output is valid if
and only if by running A(n0) for t0 rounds on each node in the radius-r neighborhood of v using
the bits given by the output of Π′, we obtain a neighborhood that is correct according to Π. The
checkability radius is t0 + r.

In problem Π′′(A, n0, x) a vertex needs to output a random bit string or a wildcard ?. The
inputs of vertices and the value x determines which vertices are allowed to output wildcards. The
wildcards in the definition of the problem ensure that the problem is always solvable for a suitable
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choice of x. The following technical statement is standalone but its motivation will only become
clear once we use it thereafter to solve problem Π′. The proof of Lemma 5.12 is postponed to
Section 5.4.

Lemma 5.12 (Solving Π′′). Let Π be an LCL problem with checking radius r and maximum degree
∆ and let A be a randomized algorithm for Π. Let n0 ∈ N and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 be constant values that
satisfy e · x ·∆4(tA(n0)+r) < 1.

Then there is a deterministic CONGEST algorithm to solve Π′′(A, n0, x) on trees with at most n
vertices and given unique IDs (or a large enough O(1)-distance coloring) from an ID space S in
O(log n) +O(log∗ |S|) rounds. In particular, if the ID space is at most exponential in n, then the
runtime is O(log n).

We show that the components CH1 , . . . , C
H
k induced by undecided vertices (together with some

surrounding vertices to be defined soon) form independent instances of Π′′(n0, x). First, recall from
Definition 5.11 that Π′′ = Π′′(A, n0, x) is the same problem as Π′, but where some nodes might
already have their random bits fixed, and a node v is allowed to output ? if the predetermined
random bits in its (t0 + r)-radius neighborhood are such that A(n0) run for t0 rounds on the nodes
in the r-radius neighborhood of v has a probability of failure of at least ≥ x, where undetermined
random bits are chosen uniformly at random.

Let A and n0 be as in the statement of Lemma 5.7 and recall that x =
√

1/n0.

U in
i

<latexit sha1_base64="+dJIg5X70LlXemkMLkFmfpPMlmA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnIYBFclaQK6q7gxmUF0xaaGCaTSTt0JgkzE6GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhps9DWC8Mczr2Xe84JUkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbZR39za3tk19/a7MskEJg5OWCL6AZKE0Zg4iipG+qkgiAeM9ILxddnvPRAhaRLfqUlKPI6GMY0oRkpTvnnkBgkL5YTrL3d8ep+7HKmR4DmNi6LwzYbVtKYFF4FdgQaoquObX26Y4IyTWGGGpBzYVqq8HAlFMSNF3c0kSREeoyEZaBgjTqSXT30U8EQzIYwSoV+s4JT9vZEjLkuperIUKed7Jflfb5Cp6NLTjtJMkRjPDkUZgyqBZSgwpIJgxSYaICyo1grxCAmElY6urkOw5y0vgm6raZ81W7fnjfZVFUcNHIJjcApscAHa4AZ0gAMweATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xq5wD8KePzB8xWmoQ=</latexit>

U in
i

<latexit sha1_base64="+dJIg5X70LlXemkMLkFmfpPMlmA=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnIYBFclaQK6q7gxmUF0xaaGCaTSTt0JgkzE6GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhps9DWC8Mczr2Xe84JUkalsqxvY2l5ZXVtvbZR39za3tk19/a7MskEJg5OWCL6AZKE0Zg4iipG+qkgiAeM9ILxddnvPRAhaRLfqUlKPI6GMY0oRkpTvnnkBgkL5YTrL3d8ep+7HKmR4DmNi6LwzYbVtKYFF4FdgQaoquObX26Y4IyTWGGGpBzYVqq8HAlFMSNF3c0kSREeoyEZaBgjTqSXT30U8EQzIYwSoV+s4JT9vZEjLkuperIUKed7Jflfb5Cp6NLTjtJMkRjPDkUZgyqBZSgwpIJgxSYaICyo1grxCAmElY6urkOw5y0vgm6raZ81W7fnjfZVFUcNHIJjcApscAHa4AZ0gAMweATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xq5wD8KePzB8xWmoQ=</latexit>

Uout
i

<latexit sha1_base64="1P8lb/IlT3QSnevqzRLnqhZQ9pM=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDIQUSExVUlBArZKLIxFIm2lJkSO47RW7TiyHaQqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0GaDlSpaPzrlX99wTppRIZdvfxtLyyuraem2jvrm1vbNr7u13Jc8Ewi7ilIt+CCWmJMGuIorifiowZCHFvXB8Xeq9Bywk4cmdmqTYZ3CYkJggqDQVmEdeyGkkJ0x/uRuQ+9xjUI0Ey3mmiqIIzIbdtKdlLQKnAg1QVScwv7yIo4zhRCEKpRw4dqr8HApFEMVF3cskTiEawyEeaJhAhqWfTw8prBPNRFbMhX6Jsqbs74kcMll61Z2lSzmvleR/2iBT8aWfkyTNFE7QbFGcUUtxq0zFiojASNGJBhAJor1aaAQFREpnV9chOPMnL4Juq+mcNVu35432VRVHDRyCY3AKHHAB2uAGdIALEHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMWpeMauYA/Cnj8wfB95sP</latexit>

Uout
i

<latexit sha1_base64="1P8lb/IlT3QSnevqzRLnqhZQ9pM=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDIQUSExVUlBArZKLIxFIm2lJkSO47RW7TiyHaQqysjCr7AwgBArn8DG3+C0GaDlSpaPzrlX99wTppRIZdvfxtLyyuraem2jvrm1vbNr7u13Jc8Ewi7ilIt+CCWmJMGuIorifiowZCHFvXB8Xeq9Bywk4cmdmqTYZ3CYkJggqDQVmEdeyGkkJ0x/uRuQ+9xjUI0Ey3mmiqIIzIbdtKdlLQKnAg1QVScwv7yIo4zhRCEKpRw4dqr8HApFEMVF3cskTiEawyEeaJhAhqWfTw8prBPNRFbMhX6Jsqbs74kcMll61Z2lSzmvleR/2iBT8aWfkyTNFE7QbFGcUUtxq0zFiojASNGJBhAJor1aaAQFREpnV9chOPMnL4Juq+mcNVu35432VRVHDRyCY3AKHHAB2uAGdIALEHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnzMWpeMauYA/Cnj8wfB95sP</latexit>

Dout
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hyOmPNOX0NgAKL25cD4VPCftLxw=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUoKErBVgoGxSPQhNSFyHKe16tiR7SBVUUYWfoWFAYRY+QQ2/ganzQAtV7J8dM69uueeIKFEKtv+NipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOubvXlTwVCHcQp1z0AygxJQx3FFEU9xOBYRxQ3AvGV4Xee8BCEs7u1CTBXgyHjEQEQaUp3zx0A05DOYn1l1375D5zY6hGIs54qvI898263bCnZS0CpwR1UFbbN7/ckKM0xkwhCqUcOHaivAwKRRDFec1NJU4gGsMhHmjIYIyll00Pya1jzYRWxIV+TFlT9vdEBmNZeNWdhUs5rxXkf9ogVdGFlxGWpAozNFsUpdRS3CpSsUIiMFJ0ogFEgmivFhpBAZHS2dV0CM78yYug22w4p43m7Vm9dVnGUQUH4AicAAecgxa4AW3QAQg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+Zq0Vo5zZB3/K+PwBpwGa/g==</latexit>

Dout
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hyOmPNOX0NgAKL25cD4VPCftLxw=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUoKErBVgoGxSPQhNSFyHKe16tiR7SBVUUYWfoWFAYRY+QQ2/ganzQAtV7J8dM69uueeIKFEKtv+NipLyyura9X12sbm1vaOubvXlTwVCHcQp1z0AygxJQx3FFEU9xOBYRxQ3AvGV4Xee8BCEs7u1CTBXgyHjEQEQaUp3zx0A05DOYn1l1375D5zY6hGIs54qvI898263bCnZS0CpwR1UFbbN7/ckKM0xkwhCqUcOHaivAwKRRDFec1NJU4gGsMhHmjIYIyll00Pya1jzYRWxIV+TFlT9vdEBmNZeNWdhUs5rxXkf9ogVdGFlxGWpAozNFsUpdRS3CpSsUIiMFJ0ogFEgmivFhpBAZHS2dV0CM78yYug22w4p43m7Vm9dVnGUQUH4AicAAecgxa4AW3QAQg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+Zq0Vo5zZB3/K+PwBpwGa/g==</latexit>

Din
i

<latexit sha1_base64="mMPLWVZZz+9OJM4tUG0pWT6Ae9s=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRVUHcFXbisYB/QxDCZTNqhM0mYmQglZOfGX3HjQhG3/oI7/8ZJm4W2XhjmcO693HOOnzAqlWV9G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryjgVmHRwzGLR95EkjEako6hipJ8IgrjPSM8fXxX93gMRksbRnZokxOVoGNGQYqQ05ZmHjh+zQE64/rJrj95nDkdqJHhGozzPPbNuNaxpwUVgl6AOymp75pcTxDjlJFKYISkHtpUoN0NCUcxIXnNSSRKEx2hIBhpGiBPpZlMfOTzWTADDWOgXKThlf29kiMtCqp4sRMr5XkH+1xukKrxwtaMkVSTCs0NhyqCKYREKDKggWLGJBggLqrVCPEICYaWjq+kQ7HnLi6DbbNinjebtWb11WcZRBQfgCJwAG5yDFrgBbdABGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz5moxWj3NkHf8r4/AGxcZpz</latexit>

Din
i

<latexit sha1_base64="mMPLWVZZz+9OJM4tUG0pWT6Ae9s=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRVUHcFXbisYB/QxDCZTNqhM0mYmQglZOfGX3HjQhG3/oI7/8ZJm4W2XhjmcO693HOOnzAqlWV9G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryjgVmHRwzGLR95EkjEako6hipJ8IgrjPSM8fXxX93gMRksbRnZokxOVoGNGQYqQ05ZmHjh+zQE64/rJrj95nDkdqJHhGozzPPbNuNaxpwUVgl6AOymp75pcTxDjlJFKYISkHtpUoN0NCUcxIXnNSSRKEx2hIBhpGiBPpZlMfOTzWTADDWOgXKThlf29kiMtCqp4sRMr5XkH+1xukKrxwtaMkVSTCs0NhyqCKYREKDKggWLGJBggLqrVCPEICYaWjq+kQ7HnLi6DbbNinjebtWb11WcZRBQfgCJwAG5yDFrgBbdABGDyCZ/AK3own48V4Nz5moxWj3NkHf8r4/AGxcZpz</latexit>

Din
j

<latexit sha1_base64="Q9OvBP6/CtFmccM2axfdrXO0knQ=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnIYBFclaQK6q6gC5cV7AOaGCaTSTt2kgkzE6GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhps9DWC8Mczr2Xe87xE0alsqxvY2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3No2d3Y7kqcCkzbmjIuejyRhNCZtRRUjvUQQFPmMdP3RZdHvPhAhKY9v1TghboQGMQ0pRkpTnnng+JwFchzpL7vy7u8yJ0JqKKKMxnmee2bNqluTgvPALkENlNXyzC8n4DiNSKwwQ1L2bStRboaEopiRvOqkkiQIj9CA9DWMUUSkm0185PBIMwEMudAvVnDC/t7IUCQLqXqyEClnewX5X6+fqvDc1Y6SVJEYTw+FKYOKwyIUGFBBsGJjDRAWVGuFeIgEwkpHV9Uh2LOW50GnUbdP6o2b01rzooyjAvbBITgGNjgDTXANWqANMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnxMRxeMcmcP/Cnj8wezBJp0</latexit>

Din
j

<latexit sha1_base64="Q9OvBP6/CtFmccM2axfdrXO0knQ=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSnIYBFclaQK6q6gC5cV7AOaGCaTSTt2kgkzE6GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhps9DWC8Mczr2Xe87xE0alsqxvY2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3No2d3Y7kqcCkzbmjIuejyRhNCZtRRUjvUQQFPmMdP3RZdHvPhAhKY9v1TghboQGMQ0pRkpTnnng+JwFchzpL7vy7u8yJ0JqKKKMxnmee2bNqluTgvPALkENlNXyzC8n4DiNSKwwQ1L2bStRboaEopiRvOqkkiQIj9CA9DWMUUSkm0185PBIMwEMudAvVnDC/t7IUCQLqXqyEClnewX5X6+fqvDc1Y6SVJEYTw+FKYOKwyIUGFBBsGJjDRAWVGuFeIgEwkpHV9Uh2LOW50GnUbdP6o2b01rzooyjAvbBITgGNjgDTXANWqANMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnxMRxeMcmcP/Cnj8wezBJp0</latexit>

Dout
j

<latexit sha1_base64="+gvOd8+Oocqiw8ZklRfnkAJmNeA=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDIQUSExVUlBArZKMDAWiT6kJkSO47Smjh3ZDlIVZWThV1gYQIiVT2Djb3DaDNByJctH59yre+4JEkqksu1vY2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3No2d3Y7kqcC4TbilIteACWmhOG2IoriXiIwjAOKu8HostC7D1hIwtmtGifYi+GAkYggqDTlmwduwGkox7H+siv//i5zY6iGIs54qvI8982aXbcnZc0DpwQ1UFbLN7/ckKM0xkwhCqXsO3aivAwKRRDFedVNJU4gGsEB7mvIYIyll00Oya0jzYRWxIV+TFkT9vdEBmNZeNWdhUs5qxXkf1o/VdG5lxGWpAozNF0UpdRS3CpSsUIiMFJ0rAFEgmivFhpCAZHS2VV1CM7syfOg06g7J/XGzWmteVHGUQH74BAcAwecgSa4Bi3QBgg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0LRjmzB/6U8fkDqJWa/w==</latexit>

Dout
j

<latexit sha1_base64="+gvOd8+Oocqiw8ZklRfnkAJmNeA=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMDIQUSExVUlBArZKMDAWiT6kJkSO47Smjh3ZDlIVZWThV1gYQIiVT2Djb3DaDNByJctH59yre+4JEkqksu1vY2FxaXlltbJWXd/Y3No2d3Y7kqcC4TbilIteACWmhOG2IoriXiIwjAOKu8HostC7D1hIwtmtGifYi+GAkYggqDTlmwduwGkox7H+siv//i5zY6iGIs54qvI8982aXbcnZc0DpwQ1UFbLN7/ckKM0xkwhCqXsO3aivAwKRRDFedVNJU4gGsEB7mvIYIyll00Oya0jzYRWxIV+TFkT9vdEBmNZeNWdhUs5qxXkf1o/VdG5lxGWpAozNF0UpdRS3CpSsUIiMFJ0rAFEgmivFhpCAZHS2VV1CM7syfOg06g7J/XGzWmteVHGUQH74BAcAwecgSa4Bi3QBgg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0LRjmzB/6U8fkDqJWa/w==</latexit>

Uout
j

<latexit sha1_base64="j5eQ8LiR81Kd6gU24fZxw96clT8=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUoKErBVYmEsEmkrNSFyHKc1dezIdpCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWK1k+Oude3XNPmFIilW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3rSJ4JhF3EKRe9EEpMCcOuIoriXiowTEKKu+HoqtS7D1hIwtmtGqfYT+CAkZggqDQVmIdeyGkkx4n+cje4v8u9BKqhSHKeqaIoArNuN+xJWYvAmYE6mFU7ML+8iKMswUwhCqXsO3aq/BwKRRDFRc3LJE4hGsEB7mvIYIKln08OKaxjzURWzIV+TFkT9vdEDhNZetWdpUs5r5Xkf1o/U/GFnxOWZgozNF0UZ9RS3CpTsSIiMFJ0rAFEgmivFhpCAZHS2dV0CM78yYug02w4p43mzVm9dTmLowoOwBE4AQ44By1wDdrABQg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0VYzazD/6U8fkDw4ubEA==</latexit>

Uout
j

<latexit sha1_base64="j5eQ8LiR81Kd6gU24fZxw96clT8=">AAACCHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJGBiAqJqUoKErBVYmEsEmkrNSFyHKc1dezIdpCqKCMLv8LCAEKsfAIbf4PTdoCWK1k+Oude3XNPmFIilW1/G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3rSJ4JhF3EKRe9EEpMCcOuIoriXiowTEKKu+HoqtS7D1hIwtmtGqfYT+CAkZggqDQVmIdeyGkkx4n+cje4v8u9BKqhSHKeqaIoArNuN+xJWYvAmYE6mFU7ML+8iKMswUwhCqXsO3aq/BwKRRDFRc3LJE4hGsEB7mvIYIKln08OKaxjzURWzIV+TFkT9vdEDhNZetWdpUs5r5Xkf1o/U/GFnxOWZgozNF0UZ9RS3CpTsSIiMFJ0rAFEgmivFhpCAZHS2dV0CM78yYug02w4p43mzVm9dTmLowoOwBE4AQ44By1wDdrABQg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+pq0VYzazD/6U8fkDw4ubEA==</latexit>

U in
j

<latexit sha1_base64="1qEj0/u1VTd7EDL81IR9CTT+5EE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRVUHcFNy4rmLbQxDCZTNqxM0mYmQglZOfGX3HjQhG3/oI7/8ZJ24W2XhjmcO693HNOkDIqlWV9G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTmDg4YYnoBUgSRmPiKKoY6aWCIB4w0g1GV2W/+0CEpEl8q8Yp8TgaxDSiGClN+eahGyQslGOuv9zx7+9ylyM1FDyncVEUvlm3Gtak4CKwZ6AOZtX2zS83THDGSawwQ1L2bStVXo6EopiRouZmkqQIj9CA9DWMESfSyyc+CnismRBGidAvVnDC/t7IEZelVD1ZipTzvZL8r9fPVHThaUdppkiMp4eijEGVwDIUGFJBsGJjDRAWVGuFeIgEwkpHV9Mh2POWF0Gn2bBPG82bs3rrchZHFRyAI3ACbHAOWuAatIEDMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnxMRyvGbGcf/Cnj8wfN6ZqF</latexit>

U in
j

<latexit sha1_base64="1qEj0/u1VTd7EDL81IR9CTT+5EE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRVUHcFNy4rmLbQxDCZTNqxM0mYmQglZOfGX3HjQhG3/oI7/8ZJ24W2XhjmcO693HNOkDIqlWV9G5Wl5ZXVtep6bWNza3vH3N3ryCQTmDg4YYnoBUgSRmPiKKoY6aWCIB4w0g1GV2W/+0CEpEl8q8Yp8TgaxDSiGClN+eahGyQslGOuv9zx7+9ylyM1FDyncVEUvlm3Gtak4CKwZ6AOZtX2zS83THDGSawwQ1L2bStVXo6EopiRouZmkqQIj9CA9DWMESfSyyc+CnismRBGidAvVnDC/t7IEZelVD1ZipTzvZL8r9fPVHThaUdppkiMp4eijEGVwDIUGFJBsGJjDRAWVGuFeIgEwkpHV9Mh2POWF0Gn2bBPG82bs3rrchZHFRyAI3ACbHAOWuAatIEDMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnxMRyvGbGcf/Cnj8wfN6ZqF</latexit>

Figure 2: In this illustration we use the values t0 = 1 and r = 1. Nodes in U in
i have their bit strings unfixed,

nodes in Uout
i see a node with unfixed bit strings in their checking radius (t0 + r = 2) but have their own bit

strings fixed; nodes in Di = Din
i ∪Dout

i are decided, that is, all bit strings in their (t0 + r = 2) neighborhood
are fixed and they could run A(n0), using these bit strings.

For each component CHi we define the four sets of nodes U in
i , U

out
i , Din

i , and Dout
i . For an

illustration of their definitions see Figure 2. Let U in
i be the nodes of CHi that do not have

their bit string fixed. Let Uout
i be the nodes of CHi that have their bit string fixed. We obtain
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CHi = Ui = U in
i ∪ Uout

i . Let Din
i be nodes that are not in Ui and have at least one node of Uout

i at
distance at most t0 + r. Let Dout

i be nodes that are not in Ui ∪Din
i and have a vertex in Din

i at
distance at most t0 + r. Note that U in

i and Uout
i only contain undecided nodes, and we later prove

that Din
i and Dout

i only contain decided nodes.
For each component CHi , i ∈ [k], we obtain an instance of Π′′ = Π′′(A, n0, x) on CGi ⊆ V (G) as

follows: CGi consists of the graph induced by all vertices in U in
i ∪ Uout

i ∪Din
i ∪Dout

i . Inputs for Π′′

are inherited from the inputs for Π′, where, additionally, nodes such that the preshattering phase
fixed their bit string are provided with that bit string as input. Note that the defined instances of
Π′′ are solvable, because the provided partial assignment either defines an LLL instances, or nodes
are allowed to output ?.

For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, define Di = Din
i ∪Dout

i and recall that Ui = U in
i ∪ Uout

i = CHi holds by definition.

Observation 5.13. For any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ k, we have Di ∩ Uj = ∅, and hence Di only contains
decided nodes.

Proof. As Ui = CHi and Uj = CHj are maximal connected components in H, there is no edge in H
between any u ∈ Ui and u′ ∈ Uj . Thus, nodes in Ui are at distance (measured in hops in G) strictly
larger than 2(t0 + r) from nodes in Uj . But by the definition of Di, each node in Di is in distance
at most 2(t0 + r) from Ui, that is, Di and Uj must have an empty intersection. Since a node cannot
be decided and undecided at the same time, and since Di ∩ Ui = ∅ and Di ∩ Uj = ∅ holds for j 6= i,
the set Di only contains decided nodes.

The size of each instance CGi is upper bounded by N := ∆2(t0+r) · |CHi | = O(log n). We do not
need to bound the total number of instances. We use Lemma 5.12 in parallel on all CG1 , . . . , C

G
k to

solve the k instances of Π′′ in O(logN) = O(log log n) rounds, deterministically, in CONGEST (IDs
are given from the preshattering phase); then we prove that these solutions together with already
determined bit strings solve Π′ on G (the precise lifting of solutions is defined later). First note that
the condition on x required to apply Lemma 5.12 is satisfied as the assumption on n0 in Lemma 5.7
and the choice of x =

√
1/n0 imply

e · x ·∆4(tA(n0)+r) = e ·
√

1/n0 ·∆4(tA(n0)+r) ≤ e
(

∆2(tA+r)e
)−(13+c)

·∆4(tA(n0)+r) < 1 . (5)

Inequality 5 has significant slack as the conditions on n0 needed to prove Claim 5.10 are much
stricter.

We obtain a solution for Π′ as follows: for each i, each node in U in
i uses the bit string obtained

from the solution of Π′′ in the instance CGi (this is well defined, since U in
i ∩U in

j = ∅ for i 6= j), while
each other node keeps the bit string obtained in the preshattering phase. Due to Observation 5.13,
only decided nodes (that is, nodes in Din and Dout) can participate in multiple instances, but as their
output comes from the preshattering phase, they do not obtain conflicting outputs from different
instances. Further, there is no bandwidth issue as they participate in at most ∆O(t0+r) = O(1)
instances.

We need to prove that nodes in U in
i do not output ?, and that, by combining the solutions of Π′′

obtained for U in nodes with the solution already provided in input for Uout,Din, and Dout nodes,
we obtain a valid solution for Π′.

Claim 5.14. All nodes in U in
i ∪ Uout

i ∪Din
i do not output wildcards in the instance of Π′′ on CGi .

Proof. A node is allowed to output ? only if by running A(n0) on nodes in the r-radius neighborhood
of v for t0 rounds we obtain a radius-r neighborhood that with probability strictly greater than x
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violates the constraints of Π, where all random bits that are not predetermined by the input are
chosen uniformly at random. Note that the view of nodes U in

i ∪Uout
i ∪Din

i at distance at most t0 + r
is the same in G and in CGi , since all nodes at distance at most t0 + r are either in U in

i ∪Uout
i ∪Din

i

itself, or in Dout
i . As the preshattering process freezes all random bits involved in an event Ev in a

state where the probability of the event is < x, it is guaranteed that no node v ∈ U in
i ∪ Uout

i ∪Din
i

can output a wildcard ? in a solution to Π′′.

We emphasize that nodes in Dout
i might output wildcards as their (t0 + r)-hop view in CGi might

be different from their view in G.

Claim 5.15. The obtained solution is valid for Π′.

Proof. The LCL constraints of Π′′ of a node u ∈ Ui is satisfied in the instance of Π′′ on CGi , and u
has the same distance-(t0 + r) topological view in CGi and in G. Let F be the set of vertices in this
view. Due to Observation 5.13 each vertex in F is either already decided or contained in CGi . Also,
by Claim 5.14, no node in F outputs ? in Π′′ on CGi . Hence, in the lifted solution for Π′ on G every
vertex in F has the same output as in the solution to Π′′ on CGi and the LCL constraint of Π′ of u
is satisfied.

Nodes in Din
i and Dout

i have the same view as in the preshattering phase, since at distance t0 + r
they only see nodes that have already fixed their output even before solving Π′′, and hence their
output is valid.

Proof of Lemma 5.7. During this proof we use the notation that has been introduced in this section.
Under the condition of Lemma 5.7, Claim 5.8 states that the instance of Π′ is an LLL instance with
dependency graph H. Note that H is not a tree. After randomly choosing unique IDs and computing
a distance-2 coloring of H in O(log∗ n) rounds, the preshattering phase uses O(∆H) = O(1) rounds
and sets the bit strings of some vertices. Recall that any vertex who has an unset random bit
string within distance t0 + r is called undecided. Due to Claim 5.10, the undecided vertices of H
induce small connected components CH1 , . . . , C

H
k , each of size at most O(log n). Now, for each CHi

we form an instance of Π′′(A, n0, x) on CGi ⊇ CHi with x =
√

1/n0. We use Lemma 5.12 to solve
each of the instances independently. The condition on x is satisfied due to Inequality 5 and due to
Observation 5.13 simulating one round of the CONGEST algorithm from Observation 5.13 on all
components in parallel can be done in O(1) rounds. Thus, we obtain a solution for each instance of
Π′′ on CGi in O(log log n) rounds.

We obtain a solution for Π′ as follows: for each i, each node in CHi with an unset bit string—with
the notation of the section these are the nodes in U in

i —uses the bit string obtained from the solution
of Π′′ in the instance CGi (this is well defined, since U in

i ∩ U in
j = ∅ for i 6= j), while each other

node keeps the bit string obtained in the preshattering phase. Due to Claim 5.15 we obtain a valid
solution for Π′.

Failure Probability. The process can fail either when the computed IDs are not unique which
happens with probability 1/nc+1 or if the components created during the preshattering phase are
actually bigger than O(log n). Due to Claim 5.10, this happens with probability at most 1/nc+1.
The total failure probability is bounded by 1/nc.

5.4 Proof of Lemma 5.12: Solving Π′′

The only remaining thing in this section is to prove Lemma 5.12. Its technical statement is standalone.
The core idea to prove the Lemma 5.12 is that for certain choices of x and n0 problem Π′′ can be
solved in O(log n) rounds with the randomized LLL algorithm of [CPS17] (see below). We can then
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apply Theorem 4.1 to show that Π′′ can be solved with a deterministic CONGEST algorithm also
running in O(log n) rounds.

First, we state the result by [CPS17] on fast randomized algorithms for the LLL problem. It
assumes that the communication network is identical to the dependency graph.

Lemma 5.16 (LLL on general graphs, [CPS17]). There is a randomized LOCAL algorithm to solve
any LLL instance on general dependency graphs in O(log n) rounds with failure probability 1/n2 on
graphs of at most n nodes if the instance satisfies the polynomial LLL criterion epd2 < 1.

The actual result in [CPS17] is more general than the statement of Lemma 5.16. We restate
Lemma 5.12 and prove it.

Lemma 5.12 (Solving Π′′). Let Π be an LCL problem with checking radius r and maximum degree
∆ and let A be a randomized algorithm for Π. Let n0 ∈ N and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 be constant values that
satisfy e · x ·∆4(tA(n0)+r) < 1.

Then there is a deterministic CONGEST algorithm to solve Π′′(A, n0, x) on trees with at most n
vertices and given unique IDs (or a large enough O(1)-distance coloring) from an ID space S in
O(log n) +O(log∗ |S|) rounds. In particular, if the ID space is at most exponential in n, then the
runtime is O(log n).

Proof. We prove the lemma by designing an algorithm for Π′′ = Π′′(A, n0, x). Let t0 = tA(n0). At
the beginning, each node v gathers its r + t0 radius neighborhood and checks whether the inputs in
its neighborhood are not nice, that is, if ? would be a correct output according to Π′′. In that case
v outputs ?. Then, any node for which a bit string is provided in its input outputs the same bit
string. We then define an LLL process to solve the problem on nodes that did not output already.
The random variables are the unset random bit strings, and we associate a bad event Ev with each
node v as follows: If a node v sees a wildcard in distance t0 + r its bad event Ev is empty, i.e., never
occurs, otherwise its bad event occurs if A(n0) run for t0 rounds in the radius-r neighborhood of v
with the random bits assigned in the t0 + r neighborhood of v violates the constraints of Π at v.
The dependency graph H of the LLL has one vertex for each bad event Ev and an edge between two
events Ev, Eu if u and v are in distance ≤ 2(t0 + r) in G. Let ∆H ≤ ∆2(t0+r) denote the maximum
degree of H. A LOCAL algorithm on H can be simulated in G with an O(t0) multiplicative overhead.

As we only consider bad events Ev for vertices who are not allowed to output a wildcard ?,
we obtain Pr(Ev) ≤ x and in particular the LLL instance satisfies the following polynomial LLL
criterion by the assumption on n0 and x.

e · Pr(Ev)∆2
H ≤ e · x ·

(
∆2(t0+r)

)2
< 1. (6)

Due to the polynomial LLL criterion (6), we can use the algorithm of Lemma 5.16 to solve the
problem with probability 1/n2 in O(log n) rounds.1 Hence, the randomized LOCAL complexity of
Π′′ on trees is at most O(log n).

The mere existence of such a randomized algorithm, that in particular is an no(1)-rounds
algorithm that fails with probability at most 1/n, implies that we can apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain
a deterministic CONGEST algorithm that solves Π′′ in O(log n) +O(log∗ |S|) rounds if nodes are
provided with IDs from an ID space S. This algorithm works even if nodes are provided with just
an l-distance coloring for a large enough constant distance l.

1Alternatively we could use any other poly logn round randomized LLL algorithm in the LOCAL model, e.g, the
celebrated algorithm by Moser and Tardos [MT10], even though the expected runtime of the original paper would
have to be turned into a with high probability guarantee. The algorithm from [CPS17] in Lemma 5.16 is extremely
simple: First, nodes obtain IDs from a range of size polyn, which fails only with probability 1/ polyn. Then, for
O(logn) iterations, local ID-minima among the violated bad events resample all their variables.
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6 Separation of CONGEST and LOCAL for General Graphs

In this section we define an LCL problem Π on general bounded-degree graphs, and show that,
while Π can be solved deterministically in O(log n) rounds in the LOCAL model, any randomized
CONGEST algorithm requires Ω(

√
n/ log2 n) rounds. On a high level, the section is structured as

follows. We start by formally defining a family G of graphs of interest, and then we present a set
Cproof of local constraints, satisfying that a graph G is in G if and only if it can be labeled with
labels from a constant-size set, such that all nodes satisfy the constraints in Cproof . We then define
our LCL Π in the following way:

• there is a problem Πreal such that, on any correctly labeled graph G ∈ G, nodes must solve
Πreal;

• on any labeled graph G /∈ G, nodes can either output a locally checkable proof that shows
that there exists a node in G that does not satisfy some constraint in Cproof (by solving some
LCL problem that we call Πbad), or solve Πreal (if possible).

Finally, we show lower and upper bounds for Π in the CONGEST and LOCAL model respectively.
The challenging part is to express all these requirements as a proper LCL, while preventing nodes
from “cheating”, that is, on all graphs G ∈ G, it must not be possible for nodes to provide a locally
checkable proof showing that G is not in G, while for any graph G 6∈ G it should be possible to
produce such a proof within the required running time.

Informally, the graphs contained in the family G of graphs look like the following: we start from
a 2-dimensional grid; we build a binary tree-like structure on top of each column i, and let ri be the
root of the tree-like structure in top of column i; we use another grid to connect all left-most nodes
of these trees; finally, we build on top of these ri nodes another binary tree-like structure, where ri
nodes are its leaves (see Figure 3 for an example). Note that the graphs in G are the bounded-degree
variant of the lower bound family of graphs of Das Sarma et al. [SHK+12], where we also add some
edges that are necessary in order to make the construction locally checkable.

More formally, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. There exists an LCL problem Π that can be solved in O(log n) deterministic rounds in
the LOCAL model, that requires Ω(

√
n/ log2 n) rounds in the CONGEST model, even for randomized

algorithms.

6.1 The Graph Family G

We start by defining the graph family G in a global way. In order to do so, we first focus on
defining a grid structure, then we formally define a tree-like structure, and finally we show how
these structures are “glued” together.

Definition 6.2 (Grid structure). A graph G is a grid structure of size h × w if it is possible to
assign coordinates to its nodes satisfying the following. Let (xu, yu) be the coordinates of a node u,
where 0 ≤ xu < w, 0 ≤ yu < h. Let u and v be two grid-nodes with coordinates (xu, yu) and (xv, yv)
respectively, such that xv ≤ xu, and yv ≤ yu. There is an edge connecting u and v if and only if
(xu, yu) = (xv + 1, yv), or (xu, yu) = (xv, yv + 1).

Definition 6.3 (Tree-like structure). A graph G is a tree-like structure of height ` if it is possible
to assign coordinates to its nodes satisfying the following. Let (lu, ku) be the coordinates of a node
u, where 0 ≤ lu < ` describes the depth of u in the tree, and 0 ≤ ku < 2lu the position of u in
layer lu according to some order. Let u and v be two nodes with coordinates (lu, ku) and (lv, kv)
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Figure 3: An example of a graph in the family G of graphs. Edges colored with red, orange, green, and blue,
belong exclusively to the structures top-tree, column-tree, bottom-grid, and side-grid, respectively. The other
edges belong to exactly two different type of structures and are given the right mixed color.

respectively, such that lv ≤ lu, and kv ≤ ku. There is an edge between u and v if and only if
(lv, kv) = (lu − 1, bku2 c), or (lu, ku) = (lv, kv + 1).

We are now ready to formally define our family G of graphs, by showing how to glue together
grid structures and tree-like structures.

Definition 6.4 (The graph family G). A graph G is in G if and only if it can be obtained by the
following process. Consider one h × w grid G1, where h = 2` and w = 2`

′
, one ` × w grid G2, w

many tree-like structures Ti (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , w − 1}) of height `, and one tree-like structure T with
height `′. Each tree-like structure Ti is put on top of a column of the grid G1, that is, each node u
of Ti with coordinates (`− 1, ku) is identified with the node v of the grid with coordinates (i, ku)
(i.e., node (`− 1, ku) of Ti is the same as the grid-node (i, ku)). The grid G2 is put on the side of
the trees Ti, that is, node (x, y) of G2 is identified with node (`− y− 1, 0) of Tx. Finally, the tree T
is put on top of this construction, that is, the root ri of the tree Ti is identified with the ith leaf of
T . More precisely, the root node ri is the same as node (`′ − 1, i) of T .

6.2 Local Checkability

In this section, we characterize our graph family G from a local perspective. We define an LCL
problem Πproof that is solvable on a graph G if and only if G ∈ G. We will not require nodes to solve
Πproof , but we will provide to nodes a solution to Πproof to prove them that G ∈ G. In particular, we
define a constant-size set of labels and a set of local constraints Cproof on these labels. With “local”
constraints we mean two things: firstly, each node can check whether it satisfies the constraints in
constant time, and secondly, the constraints are globally satisfied if they are satisfied locally at all
nodes. The set of constraints Cproof is defined such that the following holds: (i) any graph G that
satisfies Cproof at all nodes is in G, and (ii) any graph G ∈ G can be labeled such that it satisfies
Cproof at all nodes. Intuitively, the set of local constraints Cproof that we define is tailored for graphs
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in the family G. In other words, Cproof is such that it is trivial to label a graph G ∈ G in such a way
that all nodes in G satisfy the constraints in Cproof . The hard part is to ensure that graphs not in G
cannot be labeled such that Cproof is satisfied by all nodes. For simplicity, we first provide labels
and constraints for the two structures that compose a graph in G separately (i.e., for grid structures
and tree-like structures), and then we provide the set Cproof of constraints that determine how these
structures can be glued together and result in a graph in G.

Before diving into the details, we provide some useful definitions. Let Lu(e) be the label
assigned to the half-edge (u, e), where e = {u, v}. Also, let L1, L2, . . . , Lk be k labels, and let
fu(L1, L2, . . . , Lk) be a function that takes in input a node u and a sequence of labels L1, L2, . . . , Lk.
Informally, fu(L1, L2, . . . , Lk) returns the node reachable from u by following half-edges labeled
L1, L2, . . . , Lk if and only if this node exists and is unique. More formally, consider a path P that
starts on u = v1 and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, continues on node vi+1 reachable from vi by following the edge
ei = {vi, vi+1} such that Lvi(ei) = Li. If P exists and is unique, then fu(L1, L2, . . . , Lk) returns the
node vk+1 reached by P , otherwise fu(L1, L2, . . . , Lk) returns ⊥.

Grid structure. Let Egrid = {U,D, L,R} (each label stands for “up”, “down”, “left”, and “right”,
respectively) be the possible labels that can be assigned to half-edges. Assume that each incident
half-edge of each node is labeled with exactly one label in Egrid. The local constraints Cgrid are
defined as follows:

(a) for any two edges e, e′ incident to a node u, it must hold that Lu(e) 6= Lu(e′);
(b) for each edge e = {u, v}, if Lu(e) = L, then Lv(e) = R, and vice versa;
(c) for each edge e = {u, v}, if Lu(e) = U, then Lv(e) = D, and vice versa;
(d) if a node u has two incident edges labeled with R and U respectively, then it must hold that

fu(R,U, L,D) = u.
(e) if fu(R) exists, then u has an incident edge labeled with D (resp. U) if and only if fu(R) has

an incident edge labeled with D (resp. U).
(f) if fu(U) exists, then u has an incident edge labeled with L (resp. R) if and only if fu(U) has

an incident edge labeled with L (resp. R).

While the above constraints characterize a grid structure from a local perspective, there are graphs
that can be labeled such that the constraints in Cgrid are satisfied, but they are not grid structures.
Such graphs can be, for examples, torii. Nevertheless, we can prove the following.

Lemma 6.5. Let G be a graph that is labeled with labels in Egrid such that Cgrid is satisfied for all
nodes. Moreover, assume that there exists at least one node that has no incident half-edge labeled D
(or U), and that there exists at least one node that has no incident half-edge labeled L (or R). Then,
G is a grid structure.

Proof. We prove the statement assuming that there exists at least one node that has no incident
half-edge labeled D and at least one node that has no incident half-edge labeled L, since the other
cases are symmetric. By constraint (a), the label of each incident edge of a node in G is different.
Constraints (b) and (c) ensure that edge “directions” are given in a consistent manner. By constraint
(d), we have that G locally looks like a grid structure. Constraints (b) and (c) also guarantee that
the number of half-edges labeled R (resp. U) is the same as the number of half-edges labeled L (resp.
D). Hence, since by assumption there is at least one node with no incident half-edge labeled D and
at least one node with no incident half-edge labeled L, the graph contains at least one node with
no incident edge labeled U and a node with no incident edge labeled R. By constraints (e) and
(f) the boundaries of the grid propagate correctly. In other words, the existence of nodes with no
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incident half-edges labeled U, D, L, and R, imply that we have a graph G that locally looks like a
grid structure everywhere, and that has bottom, left, right, and up boundaries. Hence G is a grid
structure.

Each grid structure can be labeled such that the constraints Cgrid are satisfied. Consider two
neighboring nodes v = (xv, yv) and u = (xu, yu). The half-edge (u, e = {u, v}) is labeled as follows:

• Lu(e) = U if (xv, yv) = (xu, yu + 1).
• Lu(e) = D if (xv, yv) = (xu, yu − 1).
• Lu(e) = L if (xv, yv) = (xu − 1, yu).
• Lu(e) = R if (xv, yv) = (xu + 1, yu).

It is easy to check that this labeling satisfies Cgrid.

Tree-like structure. Let E tree = {L,R,P,ChL,ChR} (each label stands for “left”, “right”, “par-
ent”, “left child”, and “right child”, respectively) be the possible labels that can be assigned to
half-edges. Assume that each incident half-edge of each node is labeled with exactly one label in
E tree. The local constraints Ctree are defined as follows:

(a) for any two edges e, e′ incident to a node u, it must hold that Lu(e) 6= Lu(e′);
(b) for each edge e = {u, v}, if Lu(e) = L, then Lv(e) = R, and vice versa;
(c) for each edge e = {u, v}, if Lu(e) = P, then Lv(e) ∈ {ChL,ChR}, and vice versa;
(d) if a node u has an incident edge e = {u, v} with label Lu(e) = P such that Lv(e) = ChL, then

fu(P,ChR, L) = u;
(e) if a node u has an incident edge e = {u, v} with label Lu(e) = P such that Lv(e) = ChR, if u

has an incident edge labeled R, then fu(P,R,ChL, L) = u.
(f) if a node has an incident half-edge labeled ChL, then it must also have an incident half-edge

labeled ChR, and vice versa;
(g) node u does not have an incident half-edge labeled P if and only if it has no incident half-edges

labeled L or R;
(h) if a node u does not have an incident edge e with label Lu(e) ∈ {ChL,ChR}, then neither do

nodes fu(L) and fu(R) (if they exist);
(i) if a node u has an incident edge e = {u, v} with label Lu(e) = P such that Lv(e) = ChR (resp.

Lv(e) = ChL), then u has an incident edge labeled R (resp. L) if and only if fu(P) has an
incident edge labeled R (resp. L);

The above constraints give an exact characterization of tree-like structures. Hence, we prove the
following.

Lemma 6.6. Let G be a graph that is labeled with labels in E tree such that Ctree is satisfied for all
nodes. Then, G is a tree-like structure.

Proof. By constraint (a) the label of each incident edge of a node in G is different. Constraints
(b) and (c) ensure that edge “directions” are given in a consistent manner. By constraints (d)
and (e), G locally looks like a tree-like structure. Constraint (c) guarantees that the number of
half-edges labeled P is exactly two times the number of half-edges labeled ChL or ChR, and hence,
by a counting argument, that there exists at least one node with no half-edges labeled ChL or ChR.
By constraint (f) such a node has neither half-edges labeled ChL nor half-edges labeled ChR. By
constraint (h) we ensure that the bottom boundary propagates correctly. Also, among nodes that
do not have incident half-edges with a label in {ChL,ChR}, there must exist a node that does not
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have an incident half-edge labeled L. If this were not the case, then, by constraint (b) all such
nodes must have a L and a R incident half-edge. Since G locally looks like a tree-like structure, it
means that these nodes with no incident half-edges with a label in {ChL,ChR} must form a cycle.
By constraint (i), this propagates on the above layers forming cycles the length of which halves each
time we go from a level to the one above. This reaches a contradiction at the top of the structure,
since we would have a single node with a self-loop formed by half-edges with labels L and R. Hence,
in the bottom boundary, there must exist a node that does not have an incident half-edge labeled L,
and by constraint (b) (and by a counting argument) there must also exist a node that does not
have an incident half-edge labeled R. Hence, the bottom boundary is a path, as required, and by
constraint (i), the left and right boundaries are correctly propagated. Thus, each layer contains a
path the length of which halves each time we go from a lever to the one above, ensuring that G has
a single node u that does not have incident half-edges with a label in {L,R}. By constraint (g), this
node u is the root of G. Hence, G locally looks like a valid tree-like structure for all nodes, and it
has valid boundaries at the bottom and on the sides. This means that G is a tree-like structure.

Each tree-like structure can be labeled such that the constraints Ctree are satisfied. Consider two
neighboring nodes v = (lv, kv) and u = (lu, ku). The half-edge (u, e = {u, v}) is labeled as follows:

• Lu(e) = R if (lv, kv) = (lu, ku + 1).
• Lu(e) = L if (lv, kv) = (lu, ku − 1).
• Lu(e) = P if (lv, kv) = (lu − 1, bku2 c).
• Lu(e) = ChL if (lv, kv) = (lu + 1, 2ku).
• Lu(e) = ChR if (lv, kv) = (lu + 1, 2ku + 1).

It is easy to check that this labeling satisfies Ctree. Note that tree-like structures have already been
used in the context of LCLs in [BBOS20b], and that we use the same proof ideas in order to locally
check these structures.

Graphs in the family G. There are four ingredients that compose a graph in the family G of
graphs: the grid on the bottom, some column-trees, the grid on the side of the column-trees, and a
top-tree. The half-edges of each of these structures have a labeling that satisfies some constraints,
as described in the above paragraphs. Informally, we tag each edge with a label that represents
in which structure the edge belongs to. Also, to each half-edge we assign a label that is used
to check the validity of the structure the edge belongs to. Each edge can be part of multiple
structures. See Figure 4 for an example of a correctly labeled graph G ∈ G. More formally, let
E struct = {bottomGrid, sideGrid, colTree, topTree}. Each edge must be labeled with a subset of E struct.
Let s(e) be the labels from E struct given to edge e. Also, for a node u, let s(u) =

⋃
e:u∈e s(e).

Labels in E struct highlight in which structure each edge belongs to (the bottom-grid, the side-grid, a
column-tree, or the top-tree), and for an edge of some structure the following holds (note that an
edge can be part of more than one structure).

• For every edge labeled bottomGrid both its half-edges must have labels from {bottomGrid} ×
Egrid.

• For every edge labeled sideGrid both its half-edges must have labels from {sideGrid} × Egrid.
• For every edge labeled colTree both its half-edges must have labels from {colTree} × E tree.
• For every edge labeled topTree both its half-edges must have labels from {topTree} × E tree.

Moreover, given a half-edge b = (u, e), let lbottomGrid(b) be the function that maps b into the label L
satisfying that the half-edge b is labeled (bottomGrid, L). We define analogously lsideGrid, lcolTree and
ltopTree. The local constraints Cproof are defined as follows.
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1. The following constraints guarantee that each graph induced by edges of the same type satisfies
the constraints of the grid and tree-like strictures.

(a) Consider the graph induced by edges labeled bottomGrid (resp. sideGrid) and the labeling
given by lbottomGrid (resp. lsideGrid). This labeling must satisfy the constraints Cgrid.

(b) Consider the graph induced by edges labeled colTree (resp. topTree) and the labeling
given by lcolTree (resp. ltopTree). This labeling must satisfy the constraints CcolTree.

2. All nodes u must satisfy |s(u)| = 1, unless specified differently. Also, no node is allowed to
satisfy s(u) ∈ {{bottomGrid}, {sideGrid}}.

3. The following constraints guarantee a good connection between the top-tree, the column-trees,
and the side-grid.

(a) Each node u such that s(u) = {topTree} must have incident half-edges that are labeled
(topTree,ChL) and (topTree,ChR).

(b) A node u can satisfy s(u) = {colTree, topTree, sideGrid} if its half-edges are labeled either
(L1, L2, L3, L4, L5), (L1, L2, L3, L4), or (L1, L2, L3, L5), where

L1 = {(topTree,P)},
L2 = {(colTree,ChR)},
L3 = {(colTree,ChL), (sideGrid,D)},
L4 = {(topTree, L), (sideGrid, L)},
L5 = {(topTree,R), (sideGrid,R)}.

(c) Each node u such that s(u) = {colTree} must have an incident half-edge labeled
(colTree,P).

(d) A node u can satisfy s(u) = {colTree, sideGrid} if its half-edges are labeled either
(L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6), (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5), or (L1, L2, L3, L4, L6), where

L1 = {(colTree,P), (sideGrid,U)},
L2 = {(colTree,ChR)},
L3 = {(colTree,ChL), (sideGrid,D)},
L4 = {(colTree,R)},
L5 = {(sideGrid, L)},
L6 = {(sideGrid,R)}.

4. The following constraints guarantee a good connection between the column-trees, the bottom-
grid, and the side-grid.

(a) Each node u such that s(u) = {colTree} must have incident edges labeled (colTree,ChL)
and (colTree,ChR).

(b) A node u can satisfy s(u) = {bottomGrid, colTree} if its half-edges are labeled ei-
ther (L1, L2, L3, L4, L5), (L1, L2, L3, L4), (L1, L2, L3, L5), (L1, L2, L4, L5), (L1, L2, L3),
or (L1, L2, L4), where

L1 = {(colTree,P)},
L2 = {(colTree, L), (bottomGrid,D)},
L3 = {(bottomGrid, L)},
L4 = {(bottomGrid,R)},
L5 = {(colTree,R), (bottomGrid,U)}.
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(c) A node u can satisfy s(u) = {bottomGrid, colTree, sideGrid} if its half-edges are labeled
either (L1, L2, L3, L4), (L1, L2, L3), or (L1, L2, L4), where

L1 = {(colTree,P), (sideGrid,U)},
L2 = {(colTree,R), (bottomGrid,U)},
L3 = {(bottomGrid, L), (sideGrid, L)},
L4 = {(bottomGrid,R), (sideGrid,R)}.

The constraints in Cproof are tailored for graphs in G. Hence, while it is not hard to see that any
graph in G can be labeled such that the set Cproof is satisfied at all nodes, the converse is not easy
to see. In the following lemma, we prove that all graphs that satisfy the constraints in Cproof must
be in the graph family G. This is a property that will be useful when proving an upper bound for
the LCL problem Π that we define later in Section 6.4.

Lemma 6.7. Let G be a labeled graph such that the set Cproof of constraints is satisfied at all nodes.
Then G ∈ G.

Proof. We prove the lemma by first showing that there must be a top-tree structure in G. Then, we
show that this implies that G must contain column-trees that are correctly connected to a side-grid,
and that the leaves of these column-trees form a bottom-grid. Finally we put all this together to
show that G ∈ G.

Top-tree structure. By constraint 2, there exists at least an edge in G with label colTree or
topTree. Starting by this, we want to show that G must have an edge labeled topTree. Hence,
suppose we are in the case where there exists at least an edge labeled colTree. Constraint 1b,
combined with Lemma 6.6, implies that the tree-like structure of each column-tree is correct, and
hence that each column-tree has a root. By constraints 3c, 3d, 4b, and 4c, nodes that do not
have incident edges of type topTree must have a parent in a column-tree, that is, an edge labeled
(colTree,P). These nodes cannot be the root of a column-tree, and the only possible assignment of
labels to incident half-edges that allows to not have a parent in a column-tree is the one allowed
by constraint 3b, which implies that in G there must exist at least an edge labeled topTree. By
constraint 1b, combined with Lemma 6.6, G contains a top-tree with a correct tree-like structure.
By constraint 2 and 3a each non-leaf node of the top-tree has only incident edges of type topTree.

Column-tree and side-grid structures. By constraints 3a and 3b, the leaves of the top-tree
must be roots of column-trees, that by constraint 1b, combined with Lemma 6.6, implies that all
these column-trees have a correct tree-like structure. By constraint 2 and 3d, the only additional
type of edges incident to each non-leaf node of a column-tree must be sideGrid, and by constraint
3d only the left-most nodes of each layer of the column-trees can be incident to the side-grid.

Bottom-grid structure. By constraint 4a leaves of column-trees must have incident edges of
some additional type different from colTree, that by constraints 2, 4b, and 4c, this additional type
must be bottomGrid. By constraint 2, 4b, and 4c, leaves of column-trees must be connected to the
bottom-grid in the desired way. Also, constraints 4b and 4c guarantee that the side-grid terminates
on the “down” boundary of the bottom-grid.
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Putting things together. The correctness of the top-tree implies that there is a left-most leaf in
the top-tree. This node is also a side-grid node with no edges labeled L or U. Moreover, by constraint
3b, nodes that are part of the top-tree are also part of the same side-grid. By Lemma 6.5, the
side-grid is a valid grid structure, that by constraint 3d is connected correctly on the left-most nodes
of the column-trees. This implies that the ith leaf of the top-tree is connected to a column-tree, that
in turn is connected to the ith column of the bottom-grid. By constraint 4c this implies that there
is at least a node of the bottom-grid with no incident edges labeled L or D, and by Lemma 6.5 this
implies that the bottom-grid is a valid grid structure. By constraint 2 no other edges are allowed to
be connected to the bottom-grid.

Since the constraints in Cproof are tailored for the target family of graphs, it is easy to see that
any graph G ∈ G can be labeled such that the set Cproof is satisfied (see Figure 4 for an example). In
fact, when describing the constraints for the grid-structure and the tree-like structure in Section 6.2,
we showed a way to label each of them such that the respective local constraints were satisfied.
Hence we obtain the following lemma, that will be useful when proving a lower bound for the LCL
problem Π that we define later in Section 6.4.

Lemma 6.8. Any graph G ∈ G can be labeled such that each node locally satisfies the constraints in
Cproof .

We say that a (labeled) graph G is a valid instance if and only if all its nodes locally satisfy the
constraints Cproof . In other words, G is a valid instance if G ∈ G and G is correctly labeled such
that it locally satisfies everywhere the constraints Cproof . Otherwise, we say that G is invalid.

6.3 Proving That a Graph Is Invalid

In this section, we define an LCL Πbad where, informally, in valid instances, nodes must output an
empty output, while, in invalid instances, nodes can prove that the graph is invalid (or just produce
an empty output). While the complexity of this problem is clearly O(1), we will prove that, in
invalid instances, nodes can produce a valid non-empty output, that is, a locally checkable proof
that the instance is invalid, in O(log n) rounds in the LOCAL model.

In Section 6.2, for the sake of readability, we assigned sets of labels on edges and half-edges, while
the definition of LCLs in Section 2 only allows labels on half-edges. Note that it is trivial to convert
this kind of labels and constraints such that they satisfy the requirements of a formal definition of
an LCL. Hence, assume that Cproof is the set of constraints previously defined, but modified such
that it only refers to half-edges. Also, let Σproof

out be the possible half-edge labels appearing in Cproof .
The input labels Σbad

in for Πbad are the same as Σproof
out . The possible output labels Σbad

out of Πbad, with
an intuitive explanation of their purpose, are the following:

• Error, used by nodes that do not satisfy Cproof ;
• (pointer, c, p, t), where c ∈ {1, 2, 3} is a counter, p ∈ {P,ChR, L,R} is a direction, t ∈
{colTree, topTree} is an edge type, used by nodes to produce pointer chains that point to
errors. These kind of labels are referred as pointers;

• ⊥, an empty output, used by all nodes when the graph is valid, or to accept pointers.

The constraints Cbad are defined as follows.

1. A node u is allowed to output Error only if it does not satisfy Cproof .
2. A node u can output (pointer, c, p, t) on a half-edge b = (u, e) if t ∈ s(e) and lt(b) = p, that is,

(u, e) contains the label (t, p).
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ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit> L

<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="UYuXMdJAXiE30laW2f38xHPqO6Q=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdQRcuK9gHtKVk0kwbm0mGJCOUof/gxoUibv0fd/6N6UNQ0QMXDufcy733hAln2iD04eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8tUEdogkkvVDrGmnAnaMMxw2k4UxXHIaSscX8781j1VmklxayYJ7cV4KFjECDZWanZ1lF1N+8UScpFfKQc+RK5fRlWvakkZedXzAHoumqMElqj3i+/dgSRpTIUhHGvd8VBiehlWhhFOp4VuqmmCyRgPacdSgWOqe9n82ik8scoARlLZEgbO1e8TGY61nsSh7YyxGenf3kz8y+ukJqr0MiaS1FBBFouilEMj4ex1OGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkhFWmBgbUMGG8PUp/J80fdc7c/2boFQLlnHkwRE4BqfAAxegBq5BHTQAAXfgATyBZ0c6j86L87pozTnLmUPwA87bJwd7j2U=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit> P

<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="UYuXMdJAXiE30laW2f38xHPqO6Q=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdQRcuK9gHtKVk0kwbm0mGJCOUof/gxoUibv0fd/6N6UNQ0QMXDufcy733hAln2iD04eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8tUEdogkkvVDrGmnAnaMMxw2k4UxXHIaSscX8781j1VmklxayYJ7cV4KFjECDZWanZ1lF1N+8UScpFfKQc+RK5fRlWvakkZedXzAHoumqMElqj3i+/dgSRpTIUhHGvd8VBiehlWhhFOp4VuqmmCyRgPacdSgWOqe9n82ik8scoARlLZEgbO1e8TGY61nsSh7YyxGenf3kz8y+ukJqr0MiaS1FBBFouilEMj4ex1OGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkhFWmBgbUMGG8PUp/J80fdc7c/2boFQLlnHkwRE4BqfAAxegBq5BHTQAAXfgATyBZ0c6j86L87pozTnLmUPwA87bJwd7j2U=</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="UYuXMdJAXiE30laW2f38xHPqO6Q=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdQRcuK9gHtKVk0kwbm0mGJCOUof/gxoUibv0fd/6N6UNQ0QMXDufcy733hAln2iD04eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8tUEdogkkvVDrGmnAnaMMxw2k4UxXHIaSscX8781j1VmklxayYJ7cV4KFjECDZWanZ1lF1N+8UScpFfKQc+RK5fRlWvakkZedXzAHoumqMElqj3i+/dgSRpTIUhHGvd8VBiehlWhhFOp4VuqmmCyRgPacdSgWOqe9n82ik8scoARlLZEgbO1e8TGY61nsSh7YyxGenf3kz8y+ukJqr0MiaS1FBBFouilEMj4ex1OGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkhFWmBgbUMGG8PUp/J80fdc7c/2boFQLlnHkwRE4BqfAAxegBq5BHTQAAXfgATyBZ0c6j86L87pozTnLmUPwA87bJwd7j2U=</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="UYuXMdJAXiE30laW2f38xHPqO6Q=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdQRcuK9gHtKVk0kwbm0mGJCOUof/gxoUibv0fd/6N6UNQ0QMXDufcy733hAln2iD04eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8tUEdogkkvVDrGmnAnaMMxw2k4UxXHIaSscX8781j1VmklxayYJ7cV4KFjECDZWanZ1lF1N+8UScpFfKQc+RK5fRlWvakkZedXzAHoumqMElqj3i+/dgSRpTIUhHGvd8VBiehlWhhFOp4VuqmmCyRgPacdSgWOqe9n82ik8scoARlLZEgbO1e8TGY61nsSh7YyxGenf3kz8y+ukJqr0MiaS1FBBFouilEMj4ex1OGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkhFWmBgbUMGG8PUp/J80fdc7c/2boFQLlnHkwRE4BqfAAxegBq5BHTQAAXfgATyBZ0c6j86L87pozTnLmUPwA87bJwd7j2U=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="W7qPShQLkG9fVx9RQLVO4GCSmc4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2acarsruHFZwWkLbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89UcqZNgh9OCura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWmCA2J5FK1I6wpZ4KGhhlO26miOIk4bUXjq5nfuqdKMyluzSSlvQQPBYsZwcZKza6O83DaL5WRi/xqJfAhcv0Kqnk1SyrIq10E0HPRHGWwRKNfeu8OJMkSKgzhWOuOh1LTy7EyjHA6LXYzTVNMxnhIO5YKnFDdy+fXTuGpVQYwlsqWMHCufp/IcaL1JIlsZ4LNSP/2ZuJfXiczcbWXM5FmhgqyWBRnHBoJZ6/DAVOUGD6xBBPF7K2QjLDCxNiAijaEr0/h/6Tpu965698E5XqwjKMAjsEJOAMeuAR1cA0aIAQE3IEH8ASeHek8Oi/O66J1xVnOHIEfcN4+ASFQj3Y=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="SuF/Ot603HpgbeO2p0ytPRvYFXI=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MaFiwr2IW0pmTTThiaZIckIZehXuHGhiFs/x51/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPWHCmTYIfThr6xubW9u5nfzu3v7BYeHouKXjVBHaJDGPVSfEmnImadMww2knURSLkNN2OKnP/fY9VZrF8tZME9oXeCRZxAg2Vrrr6SirjwfXs0GhiNxqFQVBGSK3jHzfr1iCSn6l6kHPRQsUwQqNQeG9N4xJKqg0hGOtux5KTD/DyjDC6SzfSzVNMJngEe1aKrGgup8tDp7Bc6sMYRQrW9LAhfp9IsNC66kIbafAZqx/e3PxL6+bmqjSz5hMUkMlWS6KUg5NDOffwyFTlBg+tQQTxeytkIyxwsTYjPI2hK9P4f+k5bteyfVvgmItWMWRA6fgDFwAD1yCGrgCDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJx/BkJY=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="7tBFHdg9F3v4Mx2QfWQ1sNjb66g=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXVewD2lIyaaaNzSRDkhHK0H9w40IRt/6PO//G9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB1OLud++54qzaS4NdOE9mM8EixiBBsrtXo6ym5mg2IJubUaCoIKRG4F+b5ftQSV/WrNg56LFiiBFRqD4ntvKEkaU2EIx1p3PZSYfoaVYYTTWaGXappgMsEj2rVU4Jjqfra4dgbPrDKEkVS2hIEL9ftEhmOtp3FoO2Nsxvq3Nxf/8rqpiar9jIkkNVSQ5aIo5dBIOH8dDpmixPCpJZgoZm+FZIwVJsYGVLAhfH0K/yct3/XKrn8dlOrBKo48OAGn4Bx44ALUwRVogCYg4A48gCfw7Ejn0XlxXpetOWc1cwx+wHn7BB63j3Q=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="ADL9qxoVUHOCPcrqotQ9TgJxfuE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghsXLirYB7SlZNJMG5tJhiQjlKH/4MaFIm79H3f+jelDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QJZ9og9OHk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7nFzO/fY9VZpJcWumCe3HeCRYxAg2Vmr1dJRdzwbFEnJrNRQEFYjcCvJ9v2oJKvvVmgc9Fy1QAis0BsX33lCSNKbCEI617nooMf0MK8MIp7NCL9U0wWSCR7RrqcAx1f1sce0MnlllCCOpbAkDF+r3iQzHWk/j0HbG2Iz1b28u/uV1UxNV+xkTSWqoIMtFUcqhkXD+OhwyRYnhU0swUczeCskYK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5PWr7rlV3/JijVg1UceXACTsE58MAFqIMr0ABNQMAdeABP4NmRzqPz4rwuW3POauYY/IDz9gkVmY9u</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="7tBFHdg9F3v4Mx2QfWQ1sNjb66g=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXVewD2lIyaaaNzSRDkhHK0H9w40IRt/6PO//G9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB1OLud++54qzaS4NdOE9mM8EixiBBsrtXo6ym5mg2IJubUaCoIKRG4F+b5ftQSV/WrNg56LFiiBFRqD4ntvKEkaU2EIx1p3PZSYfoaVYYTTWaGXappgMsEj2rVU4Jjqfra4dgbPrDKEkVS2hIEL9ftEhmOtp3FoO2Nsxvq3Nxf/8rqpiar9jIkkNVSQ5aIo5dBIOH8dDpmixPCpJZgoZm+FZIwVJsYGVLAhfH0K/yct3/XKrn8dlOrBKo48OAGn4Bx44ALUwRVogCYg4A48gCfw7Ejn0XlxXpetOWc1cwx+wHn7BB63j3Q=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="ADL9qxoVUHOCPcrqotQ9TgJxfuE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghsXLirYB7SlZNJMG5tJhiQjlKH/4MaFIm79H3f+jelDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QJZ9og9OHk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7nFzO/fY9VZpJcWumCe3HeCRYxAg2Vmr1dJRdzwbFEnJrNRQEFYjcCvJ9v2oJKvvVmgc9Fy1QAis0BsX33lCSNKbCEI617nooMf0MK8MIp7NCL9U0wWSCR7RrqcAx1f1sce0MnlllCCOpbAkDF+r3iQzHWk/j0HbG2Iz1b28u/uV1UxNV+xkTSWqoIMtFUcqhkXD+OhwyRYnhU0swUczeCskYK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5PWr7rlV3/JijVg1UceXACTsE58MAFqIMr0ABNQMAdeABP4NmRzqPz4rwuW3POauYY/IDz9gkVmY9u</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="7tBFHdg9F3v4Mx2QfWQ1sNjb66g=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXVewD2lIyaaaNzSRDkhHK0H9w40IRt/6PO//G9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB1OLud++54qzaS4NdOE9mM8EixiBBsrtXo6ym5mg2IJubUaCoIKRG4F+b5ftQSV/WrNg56LFiiBFRqD4ntvKEkaU2EIx1p3PZSYfoaVYYTTWaGXappgMsEj2rVU4Jjqfra4dgbPrDKEkVS2hIEL9ftEhmOtp3FoO2Nsxvq3Nxf/8rqpiar9jIkkNVSQ5aIo5dBIOH8dDpmixPCpJZgoZm+FZIwVJsYGVLAhfH0K/yct3/XKrn8dlOrBKo48OAGn4Bx44ALUwRVogCYg4A48gCfw7Ejn0XlxXpetOWc1cwx+wHn7BB63j3Q=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="ADL9qxoVUHOCPcrqotQ9TgJxfuE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghsXLirYB7SlZNJMG5tJhiQjlKH/4MaFIm79H3f+jelDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QJZ9og9OHk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7nFzO/fY9VZpJcWumCe3HeCRYxAg2Vmr1dJRdzwbFEnJrNRQEFYjcCvJ9v2oJKvvVmgc9Fy1QAis0BsX33lCSNKbCEI617nooMf0MK8MIp7NCL9U0wWSCR7RrqcAx1f1sce0MnlllCCOpbAkDF+r3iQzHWk/j0HbG2Iz1b28u/uV1UxNV+xkTSWqoIMtFUcqhkXD+OhwyRYnhU0swUczeCskYK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5PWr7rlV3/JijVg1UceXACTsE58MAFqIMr0ABNQMAdeABP4NmRzqPz4rwuW3POauYY/IDz9gkVmY9u</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit> R

<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="yPftc0q3ywYCaQWYg9ehSVdfqi4=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2Y6xXZX6MZlFfuQtpRMmmlDk8yQZIQy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTuc1Od++54qzWJ5a6YJ7Qs8kixiBBsr3fV0lNXHg5vZoFBEbrWKgqAMkVtGvu9XLEElv1L1oOeiBYpghcag8N4bxiQVVBrCsdZdDyWmn2FlGOF0lu+lmiaYTPCIdi2VWFDdzxYHz+C5VYYwipUtaeBC/T6RYaH1VIS2U2Az1r+9ufiX101NVOlnTCapoZIsF0UphyaG8+/hkClKDJ9agoli9lZIxlhhYmxGeRvC16fwf9LyXa/k+tdBsRas4siBU3AGLoAHLkENXIEGaAICBHgAT+DZUc6j8+K8LlvXnNXMCfgB5+0TKN+QnA==</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="Abv7cie5H/8NzxDL4UknqgW+obc=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NpMMSUYoQ//BjQtF3Po/7vwb04egogcuHM65l3vviVLOtEHowymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjjpaZIrRNJJeqG2FNORO0bZjhtJsqipOI09tocjn3b++p0kyKGzNNaZjgkWAxI9hYqdPXcd6aDcoV5DYaKAhqELk15Pt+3RJU9esND3ouWqACVmgNyu/9oSRZQoUhHGvd81Bqwhwrwwins1I/0zTFZIJHtGepwAnVYb64dgbPrDKEsVS2hIEL9ftEjhOtp0lkOxNsxvq3Nxf/8nqZiethzkSaGSrIclGccWgknL8Oh0xRYvjUEkwUs7dCMsYKE2MDKtkQvj6F/5OO73pV178OKs1gFUcRnIBTcA48cAGa4Aq0QBsQcAcewBN4dqTz6Lw4r8vWgrOaOQY/4Lx9Ahutj3I=</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="7RekmhZ28gJ0SZcta51dEvL/Azg=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OLBQwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytJf4cWDIl79Od78N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++nk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVtHiSK0RSIeqW6ANeVM0pZhhtNurCgWAaedYNKY+50HqjSL5J2ZxtQXeCRZyAg2Vrrv6zBtjAc3s0Gx5JZrl1XXqyC37C7wTbyMlCBDc1D86A8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTxcEzdGaVIQojZUsatFB/TqRYaD0Vge0U2Iz1qjcX//N6iQlrfspknBgqyXJRmHBkIjT/Hg2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGZlSwIXirL/8l7UrZuyhXbqulejWLIw8ncArn4MEV1OEamtACAgIe4RleHOU8Oa/O27I152Qzx/ALzvsX04qQYQ==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="XQULRc2SgzgNKL5eHlj+ftqIdEo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OKxiv2QdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6a/w4kERr/4cb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoraNEEdoiEY9UN8CaciZpyzDDaTdWFIuA004wacz9zgNVmkXyzkxj6gs8kixkBBsr3fd1mDbGg9vZoFhyy7XLqutVkFt2F/gmXkZKkKE5KH70hxFJBJWGcKx1z3Nj46dYGUY4nRX6iaYxJhM8oj1LJRZU++ni4Bk6s8oQhZGyJQ1aqD8nUiy0norAdgpsxnrVm4v/eb3EhDU/ZTJODJVkuShMODIRmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtgQvNWX/5J2pexdlCs31VK9msWRhxM4hXPw4ArqcA1NaAEBAY/wDC+Ocp6cV+dt2Zpzsplj+AXn/QvcqJBn</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="7RekmhZ28gJ0SZcta51dEvL/Azg=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OLBQwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytJf4cWDIl79Od78N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++nk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVtHiSK0RSIeqW6ANeVM0pZhhtNurCgWAaedYNKY+50HqjSL5J2ZxtQXeCRZyAg2Vrrv6zBtjAc3s0Gx5JZrl1XXqyC37C7wTbyMlCBDc1D86A8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTxcEzdGaVIQojZUsatFB/TqRYaD0Vge0U2Iz1qjcX//N6iQlrfspknBgqyXJRmHBkIjT/Hg2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGZlSwIXirL/8l7UrZuyhXbqulejWLIw8ncArn4MEV1OEamtACAgIe4RleHOU8Oa/O27I152Qzx/ALzvsX04qQYQ==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="XQULRc2SgzgNKL5eHlj+ftqIdEo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OKxiv2QdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6a/w4kERr/4cb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoraNEEdoiEY9UN8CaciZpyzDDaTdWFIuA004wacz9zgNVmkXyzkxj6gs8kixkBBsr3fd1mDbGg9vZoFhyy7XLqutVkFt2F/gmXkZKkKE5KH70hxFJBJWGcKx1z3Nj46dYGUY4nRX6iaYxJhM8oj1LJRZU++ni4Bk6s8oQhZGyJQ1aqD8nUiy0norAdgpsxnrVm4v/eb3EhDU/ZTJODJVkuShMODIRmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtgQvNWX/5J2pexdlCs31VK9msWRhxM4hXPw4ArqcA1NaAEBAY/wDC+Ocp6cV+dt2Zpzsplj+AXn/QvcqJBn</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

P
<latexit sha1_base64="1sZj5CKWQ7rFFDrYtEMaaIlrsX4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCorWWqCG0RyaXqhlhTzgRtGWY47SaK4jjktBNOrud+54EqzaS4M9OEBjEeCRYxgo2V2n0dZc3ZoFzx3PplzfOryHO9Bb6Jn5MK5GgOyh/9oSRpTIUhHGvd873EBBlWhhFOZ6V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqg2xx7QydWWWIIqlsCYMW6s+JDMdaT+PQdsbYjPWqNxf/83qpiepBxkSSGirIclGUcmQkmr+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MDKtkQ/NWX/5J21fUv3OptrdKo5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIIG3EATWkDgHh7hGV4c6Tw5r87bsrXg5DPH8AvO+xfPdo89</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="eNBnQEyGN/Eq7ayxdOaUYxSdkS0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxiq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+grWWqCG0RyaXqhFhTzgRtGWY47SSK4jjk9C4cX878uweqNJPi1kwSGsR4KFjECDZWavd0lN1M++WK59bPa55fRZ7rzfFN/JxUIEezX/7oDSRJYyoM4Vjrru8lJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SLuWChxTHWTza6foxCoDFEllSxg0V39OZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n9dNTVQPMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C+//Je0q65/5lava5VGLY+jCEdwDKfgwwU04Aqa0AIC9/AIz/DiSOfJeXXeFq0FJ585hF9w3r8A0oCPPw==</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="Tl3DyN7QWSRlQXnJM5ttk9POihA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OLBQwVbC+1Ssmm2jc0mS5IVytL/4MWDIl79P978N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+kUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVvLVBHaIpJL1QmxppwJ2jLMcNpJFMVxyOldOL6c+XcPVGkmxa2ZJDSI8VCwiBFsrNTu6Si7nvbLFc+tn9c8v4o815vjm/g5qUCOZr/80RtIksZUGMKx1l3fS0yQYWUY4XRa6qWaJpiM8ZB2LRU4pjrI5tdO0YlVBiiSypYwaK7+nMhwrPUkDm1njM1IL3sz8T+vm5qoHmRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ62jAFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqCSDcFffvkvaVdd/8yt3tQqjVoeRxGO4BhOwYcLaMAVNKEFBO7hEZ7hxZHOk/PqvC1aC04+cwi/4Lx/Aclijzk=</latexit>

ChL
<latexit sha1_base64="7RekmhZ28gJ0SZcta51dEvL/Azg=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OLBQwX7Ie1Ssmm2DU2yS5IVytJf4cWDIl79Od78N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeUHMmTau++nk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUVtHiSK0RSIeqW6ANeVM0pZhhtNurCgWAaedYNKY+50HqjSL5J2ZxtQXeCRZyAg2Vrrv6zBtjAc3s0Gx5JZrl1XXqyC37C7wTbyMlCBDc1D86A8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDor9BNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTxcEzdGaVIQojZUsatFB/TqRYaD0Vge0U2Iz1qjcX//N6iQlrfspknBgqyXJRmHBkIjT/Hg2ZosTwqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGZlSwIXirL/8l7UrZuyhXbqulejWLIw8ncArn4MEV1OEamtACAgIe4RleHOU8Oa/O27I152Qzx/ALzvsX04qQYQ==</latexit>

ChR
<latexit sha1_base64="XQULRc2SgzgNKL5eHlj+ftqIdEo=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtFXss9OKxiv2QdinZNNuGJtklyQpl6a/w4kERr/4cb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoraNEEdoiEY9UN8CaciZpyzDDaTdWFIuA004wacz9zgNVmkXyzkxj6gs8kixkBBsr3fd1mDbGg9vZoFhyy7XLqutVkFt2F/gmXkZKkKE5KH70hxFJBJWGcKx1z3Nj46dYGUY4nRX6iaYxJhM8oj1LJRZU++ni4Bk6s8oQhZGyJQ1aqD8nUiy0norAdgpsxnrVm4v/eb3EhDU/ZTJODJVkuShMODIRmn+PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtgQvNWX/5J2pexdlCs31VK9msWRhxM4hXPw4ArqcA1NaAEBAY/wDC+Ocp6cV+dt2Zpzsplj+AXn/QvcqJBn</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="eNBnQEyGN/Eq7ayxdOaUYxSdkS0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxiq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+grWWqCG0RyaXqhFhTzgRtGWY47SSK4jjk9C4cX878uweqNJPi1kwSGsR4KFjECDZWavd0lN1M++WK59bPa55fRZ7rzfFN/JxUIEezX/7oDSRJYyoM4Vjrru8lJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SLuWChxTHWTza6foxCoDFEllSxg0V39OZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n9dNTVQPMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C+//Je0q65/5lava5VGLY+jCEdwDKfgwwU04Aqa0AIC9/AIz/DiSOfJeXXeFq0FJ585hF9w3r8A0oCPPw==</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="Tl3DyN7QWSRlQXnJM5ttk9POihA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OLBQwVbC+1Ssmm2jc0mS5IVytL/4MWDIl79P978N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+kUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVvLVBHaIpJL1QmxppwJ2jLMcNpJFMVxyOldOL6c+XcPVGkmxa2ZJDSI8VCwiBFsrNTu6Si7nvbLFc+tn9c8v4o815vjm/g5qUCOZr/80RtIksZUGMKx1l3fS0yQYWUY4XRa6qWaJpiM8ZB2LRU4pjrI5tdO0YlVBiiSypYwaK7+nMhwrPUkDm1njM1IL3sz8T+vm5qoHmRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ62jAFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqCSDcFffvkvaVdd/8yt3tQqjVoeRxGO4BhOwYcLaMAVNKEFBO7hEZ7hxZHOk/PqvC1aC04+cwi/4Lx/Aclijzk=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="eNBnQEyGN/Eq7ayxdOaUYxSdkS0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxiq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+grWWqCG0RyaXqhFhTzgRtGWY47SSK4jjk9C4cX878uweqNJPi1kwSGsR4KFjECDZWavd0lN1M++WK59bPa55fRZ7rzfFN/JxUIEezX/7oDSRJYyoM4Vjrru8lJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SLuWChxTHWTza6foxCoDFEllSxg0V39OZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n9dNTVQPMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C+//Je0q65/5lava5VGLY+jCEdwDKfgwwU04Aqa0AIC9/AIz/DiSOfJeXXeFq0FJ585hF9w3r8A0oCPPw==</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="eNBnQEyGN/Eq7ayxdOaUYxSdkS0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OKxiq2FdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03ZBrT4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+grWWqCG0RyaXqhFhTzgRtGWY47SSK4jjk9C4cX878uweqNJPi1kwSGsR4KFjECDZWavd0lN1M++WK59bPa55fRZ7rzfFN/JxUIEezX/7oDSRJYyoM4Vjrru8lJsiwMoxwOi31Uk0TTMZ4SLuWChxTHWTza6foxCoDFEllSxg0V39OZDjWehKHtjPGZqSXvZn4n9dNTVQPMiaS1FBBFouilCMj0ex1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C+//Je0q65/5lava5VGLY+jCEdwDKfgwwU04Aqa0AIC9/AIz/DiSOfJeXXeFq0FJ585hF9w3r8A0oCPPw==</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="Tl3DyN7QWSRlQXnJM5ttk9POihA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OLBQwVbC+1Ssmm2jc0mS5IVytL/4MWDIl79P978N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+kUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVvLVBHaIpJL1QmxppwJ2jLMcNpJFMVxyOldOL6c+XcPVGkmxa2ZJDSI8VCwiBFsrNTu6Si7nvbLFc+tn9c8v4o815vjm/g5qUCOZr/80RtIksZUGMKx1l3fS0yQYWUY4XRa6qWaJpiM8ZB2LRU4pjrI5tdO0YlVBiiSypYwaK7+nMhwrPUkDm1njM1IL3sz8T+vm5qoHmRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ62jAFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqCSDcFffvkvaVdd/8yt3tQqjVoeRxGO4BhOwYcLaMAVNKEFBO7hEZ7hxZHOk/PqvC1aC04+cwi/4Lx/Aclijzk=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="Tl3DyN7QWSRlQXnJM5ttk9POihA=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbK/ZY8OLBQwVbC+1Ssmm2jc0mS5IVytL/4MWDIl79P978N6btglp9MPB4b4aZeWHCmTae9+kUVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QVvLVBHaIpJL1QmxppwJ2jLMcNpJFMVxyOldOL6c+XcPVGkmxa2ZJDSI8VCwiBFsrNTu6Si7nvbLFc+tn9c8v4o815vjm/g5qUCOZr/80RtIksZUGMKx1l3fS0yQYWUY4XRa6qWaJpiM8ZB2LRU4pjrI5tdO0YlVBiiSypYwaK7+nMhwrPUkDm1njM1IL3sz8T+vm5qoHmRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ62jAFCWGTyzBRDF7KyIjrDAxNqCSDcFffvkvaVdd/8yt3tQqjVoeRxGO4BhOwYcLaMAVNKEFBO7hEZ7hxZHOk/PqvC1aC04+cwi/4Lx/Aclijzk=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="rsv4BkCwS5I7LYaS2gY7/+ULAB4=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY3LKvYBbSmZNNPGZpIhyQhl6D+4caGIW//HnX9j+hBU9MCFwzn3cu89YcKZNgh9OLmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3evuH/Q1DJVhDaI5FK1Q6wpZ4I2DDOcthNFcRxy2grHlzO/dU+VZlLcmklCezEeChYxgo2Vml0dZTfTfrGEXORXyoEPkeuXUdWrWlJGXvU8gJ6L5iiBJer94nt3IEkaU2EIx1p3PJSYXoaVYYTTaaGbappgMsZD2rFU4JjqXja/dgpPrDKAkVS2hIFz9ftEhmOtJ3FoO2NsRvq3NxP/8jqpiSq9jIkkNVSQxaIo5dBIOHsdDpiixPCJJZgoZm+FZIQVJsYGVLAhfH0K/ydN3/XOXP86KNWCZRx5cASOwSnwwAWogStQBw1AwB14AE/g2ZHOo/PivC5ac85y5hD8gPP2CRzBj3M=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="0/QbSDQE5YGo7Yt3nSgUAPDc5+w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLjVNtdwY0LFxXsA9pSMmmmjc0kQ5IRytB/cONCEbf+jzv/xvQhqOiBC4dz7uXee8KEM20Q+nByK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKllqghtEMmlaodYU84EbRhmOG0niuI45LQVji9nfuueKs2kuDWThPZiPBQsYgQbKzW7Osqup/1iCbnIr5QDHyLXL6OqV7WkjLzqeQA9F81RAkvU+8X37kCSNKbCEI617ngoMb0MK8MIp9NCN9U0wWSMh7RjqcAx1b1sfu0UnlhlACOpbAkD5+r3iQzHWk/i0HbG2Iz0b28m/uV1UhNVehkTSWqoIItFUcqhkXD2OhwwRYnhE0swUczeCskIK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5Pmr7rnbn+TVCqBcs48uAIHINT4IELUANXoA4agIA78ACewLMjnUfnxXldtOac5cwh+AHn7RMTo49t</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="5aw5aAbm7aaEfSRHaCRMXSVk138=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghePVWwrtEvJptk2NpssSVYoS/+DFw+KePX/ePPfmG0rqOiDgcd7M8zMC2LOtEHow8mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DjpaJIrRNJJfqNsCaciZo2zDD6W2sKI4CTrvB5CLzu/dUaSbFjZnG1I/wSLCQEWys1OnrML2eDYol5JarqFGrQ+RWkdeolC1BqN44R9CzJEMJLNEaFN/7Q0mSiApDONa656HY+ClWhhFOZ4V+ommMyQSPaM9SgSOq/XR+7QyeWGUIQ6lsCQPn6veJFEdaT6PAdkbYjPVvLxP/8nqJCet+ykScGCrIYlGYcGgkzF6HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VshGWOFibEBFWwIX5/C/0mn7HpnbvmqUmpWlnHkwRE4BqfAAzXQBJegBdqAgDvwAJ7AsyOdR+fFeV205pzlzCH4AeftEyGDj3Y=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="R6P6hl5+xijBJ6WzSgQkppispWc=">AAAB7XicdVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgacnW1ra3ghcPHirYVmiXkk2zbWw2WZKsUJb+By8eFPHq//HmvzHbVlDRBwOP92aYmRfEnGmD0IeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7Bx0tE0Vom0gu1W2ANeVM0LZhhtPbWFEcBZx2g8lF5nfvqdJMihszjakf4ZFgISPYWKnT12F6NRsUS8gtV1GjVofIrSKvUSlbglC9cY6gZ0mGEliiNSi+94eSJBEVhnCsdc9DsfFTrAwjnM4K/UTTGJMJHtGepQJHVPvp/NoZPLHKEIZS2RIGztXvEymOtJ5Gge2MsBnr314m/uX1EhPW/ZSJODFUkMWiMOHQSJi9DodMUWL41BJMFLO3QjLGChNjAyrYEL4+hf+TTtn1ztzydaXUrCzjyIMjcAxOgQdqoAkuQQu0AQF34AE8gWdHOo/Oi/O6aM05y5lD8APO2ycYZY9w</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="hIVU3fZ0+yh1iQMWStRZMjoVfoI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jE1ra3ghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s0m7G6EEvofvHhQxKv/x5v/xk1bQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edVScSkI9EvNY9gKsKGeCepppTnuJpDgKOO0G06vc795TqVgsbvUsoX6Ex4KFjGBtpM5AhZk3H5YryHZrqFlvQGTXkNOsuoYg1GheIugYkqMCVmgPy++DUUzSiApNOFaq76BE+xmWmhFO56VBqmiCyRSPad9QgSOq/Gxx7RyeGWUEw1iaEhou1O8TGY6UmkWB6YywnqjfXi7+5fVTHTb8jIkk1VSQ5aIw5VDHMH8djpikRPOZIZhIZm6FZIIlJtoEVDIhfH0K/ycd13YubPemWmlVV3EUwQk4BefAAXXQAtegDTxAwB14AE/g2YqtR+vFel22FqzVzDH4AevtEyYSj3k=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="7tBFHdg9F3v4Mx2QfWQ1sNjb66g=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXVewD2lIyaaaNzSRDkhHK0H9w40IRt/6PO//G9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB1OLud++54qzaS4NdOE9mM8EixiBBsrtXo6ym5mg2IJubUaCoIKRG4F+b5ftQSV/WrNg56LFiiBFRqD4ntvKEkaU2EIx1p3PZSYfoaVYYTTWaGXappgMsEj2rVU4Jjqfra4dgbPrDKEkVS2hIEL9ftEhmOtp3FoO2Nsxvq3Nxf/8rqpiar9jIkkNVSQ5aIo5dBIOH8dDpmixPCpJZgoZm+FZIwVJsYGVLAhfH0K/yct3/XKrn8dlOrBKo48OAGn4Bx44ALUwRVogCYg4A48gCfw7Ejn0XlxXpetOWc1cwx+wHn7BB63j3Q=</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="ADL9qxoVUHOCPcrqotQ9TgJxfuE=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghsXLirYB7SlZNJMG5tJhiQjlKH/4MaFIm79H3f+jelDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QJZ9og9OHk1tY3Nrfy24Wd3b39g+LhUUvLVBHaJJJL1QmxppwJ2jTMcNpJFMVxyGk7nFzO/fY9VZpJcWumCe3HeCRYxAg2Vmr1dJRdzwbFEnJrNRQEFYjcCvJ9v2oJKvvVmgc9Fy1QAis0BsX33lCSNKbCEI617nooMf0MK8MIp7NCL9U0wWSCR7RrqcAx1f1sce0MnlllCCOpbAkDF+r3iQzHWk/j0HbG2Iz1b28u/uV1UxNV+xkTSWqoIMtFUcqhkXD+OhwyRYnhU0swUczeCskYK0yMDahgQ/j6FP5PWr7rlV3/JijVg1UceXACTsE58MAFqIMr0ABNQMAdeABP4NmRzqPz4rwuW3POauYY/IDz9gkVmY9u</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="hIVU3fZ0+yh1iQMWStRZMjoVfoI=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU9jE1ra3ghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s0m7G6EEvofvHhQxKv/x5v/xk1bQUUfDDzem2FmXpBwpjRCH1ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8edVScSkI9EvNY9gKsKGeCepppTnuJpDgKOO0G06vc795TqVgsbvUsoX6Ex4KFjGBtpM5AhZk3H5YryHZrqFlvQGTXkNOsuoYg1GheIugYkqMCVmgPy++DUUzSiApNOFaq76BE+xmWmhFO56VBqmiCyRSPad9QgSOq/Gxx7RyeGWUEw1iaEhou1O8TGY6UmkWB6YywnqjfXi7+5fVTHTb8jIkk1VSQ5aIw5VDHMH8djpikRPOZIZhIZm6FZIIlJtoEVDIhfH0K/ycd13YubPemWmlVV3EUwQk4BefAAXXQAtegDTxAwB14AE/g2YqtR+vFel22FqzVzDH4AevtEyYSj3k=</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="7tBFHdg9F3v4Mx2QfWQ1sNjb66g=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjLTKba7ghuXVewD2lIyaaaNzSRDkhHK0H9w40IRt/6PO//G9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzbRD6cHJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCopWWqCG0SyaXqhFhTzgRtGmY47SSK4jjktB1OLud++54qzaS4NdOE9mM8EixiBBsrtXo6ym5mg2IJubUaCoIKRG4F+b5ftQSV/WrNg56LFiiBFRqD4ntvKEkaU2EIx1p3PZSYfoaVYYTTWaGXappgMsEj2rVU4Jjqfra4dgbPrDKEkVS2hIEL9ftEhmOtp3FoO2Nsxvq3Nxf/8rqpiar9jIkkNVSQ5aIo5dBIOH8dDpmixPCpJZgoZm+FZIwVJsYGVLAhfH0K/yct3/XKrn8dlOrBKo48OAGn4Bx44ALUwRVogCYg4A48gCfw7Ejn0XlxXpetOWc1cwx+wHn7BB63j3Q=</latexit>
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Figure 4: An example of a labeled graph G ∈ G where each node locally satisfies the constraints in Cproof .
Each type of structure has its own color. Edges belonging to two different structures are colored with the
sum of the colors of the structures they belong to.
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3. There can be at most one pointer for each edge, that is, nodes cannot point to each other.
4. If a node u has an incident half-edge (u, e) labeled (pointer, c, p, t), then v = fu(p) must either

output Error on all incident half-edges, or output (pointer, c′, p′, t′) on at least one incident
half-edge (v, e′), such that if t = t′ then c = c′, while if t 6= t′, then c′ < c.

5. If a node u has an incident half-edge (u, e) labeled (pointer, c, p, t) and v = fu(p) has an
incident half-edge (v, e′) labeled (pointer, c, p′, t), then only the following values of p and p′

are allowed.

• if p = L then p′ = L;
• if p = R then p′ = R;
• if p = P then p′ ∈ {P, L,R};
• if p = ChR then p′ ∈ {ChR, L,R}.

In the following lemma, we prove that, for all G ∈ G there exists an input labeling such that the
only valid output for the nodes is ⊥.

Lemma 6.9. Let G be a graph in G. There exists an input labeling such that, in order to satisfy
Cbad, all nodes must output ⊥ on all incident edges.

Proof. Assume that G is labeled in such a way that all nodes satisfy Cproof , which is possible by
Lemma 6.8. Note that by constraint 1 no node can output Error. What remains to be proven is that
no node can output pointers. By constraint 4, if a node outputs a pointer, then the pointed node
must also output a pointer, and by constraint 3 nodes cannot point to each other. Hence, pointers
must produce pointer chains. We now prove that pointer chains cannot close cycles, implying that
pointer chains must form paths. These (oriented) paths can only terminate on nodes that output
Error (constraint 4), and since this is not possible, then nodes cannot output pointers at all.

By constraint 2 and 4, each time the pointer chain propagates on a different structure, a counter
must decrease, but on the same structure counters must be equal. Hence, the only way to produce
a cycle is to put the whole cycle on the same tree-like structure. Note that, a necessary condition
for creating a cycle in a valid tree-like structure, is to use, on the same pointer chain, both labels P
and ChR. The claim then follows since once a pointer chain starts using an L (resp. R), then it must
continue using the same direction. Also, a chain using P (resp. ChR) can either continue using it, or
switch to L or R.

Before showing that it is always possible to prove efficiently that an invalid instance is indeed
invalid, we first prove that, on any invalid tree-like structure, it is possible to efficiently produce
an error pointer chain that satisfies the requirements. In fact, we prove something stronger, that
is, even if the structure is valid, it is possible to produce a pointer chain that ends on a chosen
“marked” node.

Lemma 6.10. Let G be a graph. If G is a valid tree-like structure, assume that at least one node
is marked. If G is an invalid tree-like structure, assume that all nodes that do not satisfy Ctree
are marked. Then, there is a deterministic O(log n)-round algorithm for the LOCAL model that
produces consistent pointer chains (according to constraint 5) that end in marked nodes, such that
each non-marked node has at least an incident edge that is part of a pointer chain.

Proof. Note that any valid tree-like structure has diameter T = O(log n). Every node u starts by
spending T rounds to gather its T -radius ball. If G is a valid tree-like structure, then u gathered
the whole graph (and sees at least one marked node). If G is an invalid tree-like structure, then u
must see at least one marked node, since there must be a node at distance O(log n) that notices
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an error locally. In the following, we use regular expressions to shortly denote different kinds of
pointer chains. For example, P∗(L∗|R∗) denotes a pointer chain composed of some P labels, followed
by either some L labels or some R labels. A node u chooses the first possible among the available
following actions.

1. If there is a path of the form R∗ connecting u to a marked node, then u outputs R.
2. If there is a path of the form L∗ connecting u to a marked node, then u outputs L.
3. If there is a path of the form P∗(L∗|R∗) connecting u to a marked node, then u outputs P.
4. If there is a path of the form ChR

∗(L∗|R∗) connecting u to a marked node, then u outputs ChR.

Note that, since all nodes follow the same priority list, then outputs are consistent. We need to
prove that at least one of the four cases always applies. Suppose that, for any marked node w, for
any path that connects u to w, u cannot reach w by following the above rules. This means that,
by following any of the above rules, we cannot reach nodes that notice invalidities in the tree-like
structure (since, otherwise, they would have been marked). This implies that u also cannot reach
any marked node by following paths of the form ChL

∗(L∗|R∗), since they could be replaced by paths
of the form ChR

∗(L∗|R∗). Hence, node u cannot reach any marked node by following paths of the
form L∗|R∗|(P∗|ChL∗|ChR∗)(L∗|R∗). The claim follows by noticing that, in a valid tree-like structure,
any node can be reached by following only such paths.

We are now ready to prove the main result of Section 6.3.

Lemma 6.11. Let G be a graph not contained in G. For any input labeling, it is possible to produce,
in O(log n) rounds in the LOCAL model, a solution of Πbad where all nodes have at least one incident
half-edge not labeled ⊥.

Proof. We first provide an O(log n) LOCAL algorithm and then we argue about its correctness and
runtime. The algorithm is the following (see Figure 5 for an example of execution of the algorithm).

1. Mark all nodes that do not satisfy Cproof . These nodes output Error on all incident half-edges.
2. For i = 1, 2, 3, repeat the following on nodes that still need to produce an output.

(a) For each graph induced by edges of the same type t ∈ {colTree, topTree}, each unmarked
node u checks, in O(log n) rounds, if there is at least one marked node.

(b) Apply the algorithm of Lemma 6.10 inside each graph induced by edges of the same
type t containing at least one marked node, and output (pointer, i, p, t), where t ∈
{colTree, topTree} is the type of the subgraph and p is the output obtained by Lemma 6.10.

(c) Mark all nodes that produced at least one pointer.

Clearly, the total runtime of the above algorithm is O(log n). We need to prove that we obtain
a correct output. First of all, note that in any graph G ∈ G, every node must be contained in at
least one tree-like structure. Hence, any node that is not contained in any valid tree-like structure
outputs an error. In the first iteration, all nodes that are part of invalid tree-like structures produce
valid pointers (this is ensured by Lemma 6.10), and the algorithm marks all of them at the end
of the first iteration. In particular, this implies that, for every column-tree it holds that, either
its nodes produced correct pointer chains because it is invalid, or it is valid and it has a root
connected to a top-tree. Moreover, if a top-tree is invalid, all its nodes produce correct pointer
chains and get marked at the end of the first iteration. Hence, if a valid column-tree is connected to
an invalid top-tree, it produces correct pointer chains during the second iteration (since the root of
the column-tree is marked after the first iteration, being it also part of a top-tree). Finally, if a
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column-tree is valid, and the top-tree it is connected to is also valid, in order for the graph to not
be contained in G, it means that there is another column-tree T connected to the top-tree, such
that T is invalid. In this case, nodes of T produce correct pointer chains, and all of these nodes
get marked, during the first iteration. Then, nodes of the top-tree produce correct pointer chains
during the second iteration, and nodes of all the other column-trees produce correct pointer chains
during the third iteration. Hence, all nodes output at least one pointer label. Inside each structure,
pointers use the same counter, and by Lemma 6.10, they satisfy Cbad. On the other hand, pointers
produced during later iterations have larger counters, and hence they also satisfy Cbad.

6.4 The LCL Problem Π

In this section we formally define our LCL problem Π. Informally, the LCL Π is defined as follows.
Hard instances H for the problem are graphs that belong to the family G and labeled accordingly,
where we additionally give to each left-most node of the bottom grid an input from {0, 1}. On this
kind of instances, the problem is defined such that every row of the bottom-grid must be labeled
with the same value given to its left-most node. This problem corresponds to the problem Πreal

mentioned in the introduction. While we do not formally define Πreal, since the notion of LCLs
defined in Section 2 does not allow LCLs with promises, we directly embed this problem in the
definition of Π. On all instances not in H, nodes are allowed to produce a non-empty output for
Πbad, and hence prove that the graph is not a valid input instance.

Formally, the set of input labels ΣΠ
in of our LCL Π is defined as Σbad

in ×{0, 1, ε}. The set of output
labels ΣΠ

out is defined as Σbad
out × {0, 1, ε}. Let (ibad, iΠ) be the input of some half-edge b = (u, e). We

define αbad(b) = ibad and αΠ(b) = iΠ. Also, let (obad, oΠ) be the output on some half-edge b = (u, e).
We define βbad(b) = obad and βΠ(b) = oΠ.

The constraints CΠ are defined as follows.

1. The input induced by αbad, combined with the output induced by βbad, must be correct
according to Cbad.

2. Any node with at least one incident half-edge b satisfying βbad(b) 6= ⊥ is exempt from satisfying
the next constraints.

3. Every node u such that bottomGrid ∈ s(u) that does not have an incident half-edge labeled
(bottomGrid, L) must satisfy that, if all incident half-edges b have the same input according to
αΠ, then βΠ(b) = αΠ(b).

4. Every node u such that bottomGrid ∈ s(u) that does have an incident half-edge (u, e = {u, v})
labeled (bottomGrid, L) must satisfy that all incident half-edges are labeled with the same
label that node v outputs on its half-edge labeled (bottomGrid,R).

Intuitively, the first constraint guarantees that nodes cannot cheat and prove that the graph is
invalid on valid instances. The second constraint allows nodes to be exempt on solving the actual
problem if the graph is invalid. The third and fourth constraints require nodes in the rows of the
grids to propagate the input of the first nodes. See Figure 6 for an example of a solution to the LCL
problem Π on a graph G ∈ G.

Upper bound for Π in LOCAL. We now prove that Π can be solved efficiently in the LOCAL
model.

Lemma 6.12. The LCL problem Π can be solved in O(log n) deterministic rounds in the LOCAL
model.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5: An example of execution of the algorithm described in Lemma 6.11. Figure a) shows an invalid
graph due to a missing edge between the nodes that are black in Figure b). Figures b), c), and d) show the
status after the first, second, and third iteration respectively.
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Figure 6: An example of a solution to Π on a graph G ∈ G. The left-most nodes of the bottom-grid have in
input either 0 or 1 (shown in blue), and give in output the value they have in input. The other nodes of the
bottom-grid propagate along the row the output of the let-most nodes. The other nodes output ⊥.

Proof. By Lemma 6.11 nodes can spend O(log n) rounds to solve Πbad, such that if G 6∈ G, then
every node outputs a value different from ⊥ on at least one incident edge. This implies that if
G 6∈ G, then nodes can solve Π in O(log n) rounds as well. On the other hand, if G ∈ G, then the
diameter of the graph is O(log n), and hence nodes can spend O(log n) rounds to gather the whole
graph and produce a valid solution for Π.

Lower bound for Π in CONGEST. We now prove that Π is a hard problem in the CONGEST
model.

Lemma 6.13. The LCL problem Π requires Ω(
√
n/ log2 n) rounds in the CONGEST model, even

for a randomized algorithm.

Proof. Consider any graph G ∈ G, and note that for any n there is a graph of size at least n in
the family, such that the bottom-grid has dimensions s × s, for some s = Θ(

√
n), that is, the

grid is a square. Moreover, assume that a value in {0, 1} is provided to each left-most node of
the bottom-grid. By Lemma 6.9, the only way to solve Πbad is to output ⊥ on all nodes, and by
constraint 1 the same holds for Π as well. Hence, by constraint 2, all nodes must satisfy constraints
3 and 4. Constraint 3 ensures that, if a value in {0, 1} is given in input to a left-most node u of the
bottom-grid, then it must produce the same output. Constraint 4 ensures that all nodes on the
same row of u must produce the same output of u. Hence, each right-most node in the grid must
know the input in {0, 1} given to the left-most node in the same row. We prove that there is no
bandwidth-efficient way to solve this problem in the CONGEST model.

The proof follows the lines of the lower bounds of Das Sarma et al. [SHK+12]. Since the lower
bound graph is slightly different here, we include a proof here for completeness.
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We reduce from the 2-party communication problem P in which one of two players, Alice, has an
input string str = {0, 1}k, and the other player, Bob, needs to output that string. A straightforward
information theoretic argument gives that the communication complexity of this task is exactly k
bits.

Consider a CONGEST algorithm A for computing Π on the graph G with n = Θ(k2) in T rounds.
If T ≥ k − 1 then T = Ω(

√
n) and the lemma follows. Otherwise, we show that Alice and Bob

can simulate A and produce the output for P by exchanging a number of bits that is Õ(T ), which
implies that T has to be at least Ω̃(k) = Ω̃(

√
n).

The setup for the simulation is as follows. Alice and Bob construct the graph G with n = Θ(k2)
nodes such that s = k (recall that the grid size is s× s). Alice assigns each node in position (0, y)
of the bottom-grid with the input str[y] from her string, for every 0 ≤ y ≤ k − 1. Thus, Alice can
simulate the entire distributed algorithm A locally without communication with Bob. On the other
hand, while Bob knows the topology of the graph, he does not know the inputs to the nodes (0, y)
and therefore cannot simulate the entire distributed algorithm A locally without communication
with Alice. However, communicating with Alice in order to simulate all the nodes throughout the
algorithm is too expensive, and nullifies the lower bound. Hence, Bob’s goal is to simulate only the
nodes (k−1, y) for every 0 ≤ y ≤ k−1 and thus after simulating them in A, Bob knows Alice’s input
as desired. The simulation works by the moving cut approach of Das Sarma et al. [SHK+12], in
which Bob starts by simulating all nodes except those whose inputs he does not know, and gradually
drops additional nodes from the simulation when simulating them becomes too expensive, in a way
which still allows the simulation of the remaining nodes to proceed with little communication with
Alice.

Formally, we need to define some sets of nodes, as follows. Fix 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, and let
Cj = {(j, y) | 0 ≤ y ≤ k − 1} be the set of all nodes in column j of the bottom-grid. Define
Wj to be the set of all the nodes in Cj and all the nodes in the levels above that are reachable
from nodes in Cj by moving only up to a parent (either in the column-tree, or in the top-tree).
That is, let U0,j = Cj , and for every 0 < t < ` (where ` = Θ(log n) is the number of levels), let
Ut,j = {u ∈ V | ∃v ∈ Ut−1,j , u = P(v)}, where P(v) denotes the parent of v. Then Wj is defined to
be
⋃

0≤t<` Ut,j .
We now define Br for 0 ≤ r < k − 1 as Br =

⋃
r+1≤j≤k−1Wj . The goal is that for every

0 ≤ r < k − 1, Bob knows the state of all nodes in Br at the end of round r. In particular, at the
end of round k− 2, Bob knows the state of all nodes in Bk−2, which is equal to the set Wk−1, which
includes all nodes in Ck−1. Since the assumption is that algorithm A completes in T ≤ k− 2 rounds,
Bob knows the outputs of the nodes in Ck−1 and thus he knows Alice’s input. It remains to bound
the communication that is needed for Bob to know the state of all nodes in Br at the end of round
r, for every 0 ≤ r < k − 1. We prove by induction on r that by delivering O(log2 n) bits from Alice
to Bob it is possible for Bob to obtain this information.

The base case is for r = 0. Notice that B0 is equal to the set V \ {(0, y) | 0 ≤ y ≤ k − 1}, which
is the set of all nodes except those whose inputs Bob does not know. It holds that Bob knows the
initial state of all nodes in B0 at the start of the simulation, or in other words, at the end of round
r = 0.

The induction hypothesis is that the claim holds for some value of r, and we show that it holds
for r + 1. That is, we need to show that Bob knows the state of all nodes in Br+1 at the end of
round r + 1. First, notice that by definition, it holds that Br+1 ⊆ Br, and therefore Bob knows the
state of all nodes in Br+1 at the end of round r. To obtain their state at the end of round r + 1,
Bob needs to know the messages that are sent to them in round r + 1. For any node u in Br+1

whose neighbors are all in Br, the messages that are sent to u in round r + 1 can be computed
locally by Bob without obtaining any information from Alice, due to the induction hypothesis. It
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remains to bound the number of messages that need to be sent to a node u ∈ Br+1 in round r + 1
from neighbors which are not in Br, and to sum this over all nodes u ∈ Br+1.

We consider several cases for a node u ∈ Br+1. The first case is that u is a bottom-grid node
(the nodes on the side-grid will be treated as column-tree nodes). In this case all of the neighbors of
u are in Br, because P(u) is in Br+1 and hence in Br, and if u = (x, y) then its neighbor (x− 1, y)
is in Br and its possible neighbors (x+ 1, y), (x, y − 1), and (x, y + 1) are in Br+1 and hence in Br.
Note that this argument is the reason for which we defined Br to drop the grid nodes of the r-th
column.

The second case is that u is in the column-tree Tx for some column x. Then all of its neighbors
are either in Tx or in Tx−1, or in Tx+1, and hence in Br, except if it is the root of the column-tree
(and therefore is in the top-tree).

The remaining case is if u is in the top-tree, in which case the parent of u, P(u), its neighbor to
the right, R(u), and its right child ChR(u) are also in Br+1 and hence in Br. Its remaining neighbors,
the neighbor to its left, L(u), and its left child, ChL(u), may be out of Br, but this can happen only
for a single node in each level of the top tree. This gives a total of 2 log n messages that Alice needs
to send to Bob in order for him to successfully simulate the nodes of Br+1 at the end of round r+ 1,
for a total of O(log2 n) bits, as claimed.

To conclude, we obtain that if the complexity T of the distributed algorithm A is T ≥ k− 1 then
the lower bound directly holds since k = Θ(

√
n), and otherwise, Bob can simulate A on the nodes

(k − 1, y) for all 0 ≤ y ≤ k − 1, by receiving O(T log2 n) bits from Alice, after which Bob knows
Alice’s input str. Since this number of bits must be at least k, we obtain that T ≥ Ω(k/ log2 n),
and the lemma follows.
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A Shattering

The following lemma is proven in [FG17] along the lines of a similar proof in [BEPS16]. While
the proof of (P1) requires a careful reasoning, (P2) immediately follows from (P1): If a connected
component with more than O(log∆ n ·∆2c2) vertices existed in H[B] one could greedily pick > log∆ n
vertices from the component to obtain a connected component U in Z[B], that violates (P1).

Lemma A.1 (The Shattering Lemma [FG17] cf. [BEPS16]). Let H = (V,E) be a graph with
maximum degree ∆H . Consider a process which generates a random subset B ⊆ V where Pr(v ∈
B) ≤ ∆−c1, for some constant c1 ≥ 1, and that the random variables 1(v ∈ B) depend only on
the randomness of nodes within at most c2 hops from v, for all v ∈ V , for some constant c2 ≥ 1.
Moreover, let Z = H[2c2 + 1, 4c2 + 2] be the graph which contains an edge between u and v iff
their distance in H is between 2c2 + 1 and 4c2 + 2. Then with probability at least 1− n−c3 , for any
constant c3 satisfying c1 > c3 + 4c2 + 2, we have the following two properties:

(P1) Z[B] has no connected component U with |U | ≥ log∆ n.

(P2) Each connected component of H[B] has size at most O(log∆ n ·∆2c2).
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